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Abstract
Containers are responsible for holding almost all the worlds cargo while being transported. Even
though container shipping is the preferred transportation mean when it comes to the environment,
the environmental burdens it causes are significant. An approach to lessen the burdens from the
industry is to look at different optimization measures, such as avoiding or reducing empty container
repositioning (ECR). In this study a implementation approach that already exist, since a few years
was chosen - the online container sharing platform provided by xChange which offers one-way
leasing.

The problem of ECR occurs after a container has been off-loaded and emptied at the end-
location. It is caused by several reasons which are revealed in this report together with measures
to reduce these ECR moves. The aim of this study was to explore how well a specific optimization
measure could decrease ECR and also the environmental benefits it could lead to. The specific
research objective is to explore; The environmental benefits that can be achieved by reducing ECR
in container shipping and said strategy’s potential feasibility. To answer this, the following research
questions have been formulated:

• How feasible is it to reduce ECR through sharing containers on an online platform?

• What is the environmental impact of decreasing ECR in the maritime shipping industry?

The approaches to answer these questions were a literature review of ECR strategies, SWOT
analysis and a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). To conduct the LCA a free online tool was chosen
with purpose to give transparency and awareness to actors within the industry about available
tools that could help them estimate their environmental impacts. The results indicate on potential
of implementing such a optimization measure on the whole industry and also shows significant
environmental savings when considering the hundreds of million containers being shipped each
year.



Sammanfattning
Nästan alla produkter i hela världen skickas i en container när de transporteras. Att skeppa
containrar till havs är det föredragna alternativet i miljösynpunkt men trots det så leder transporten
till stor miljöpåverkan. Ett tillvägagångssätt att minimera dess påverkan är att undersöka och
implementera olika optimeringar. För sjöfartsnäringen, så är tomma container re-positioneringar
(ECR) ett problem som kan lösas med optimering. I denna rapport så har en optimeringsmetod
som redan funnits några år undersökts - nämligen att dela containrar på en online plattform med
avsikt att hyra ut dem enkelriktat.

Problemet med ECR uppkommer efter att en container har lastats av och tömts vid dess
slutdestination. Anledningen till varför det sker samt en del optimeringar för att reducera ECR är
beskrivet i denna rapport. Målet med detta arbete är att undersöka potentialen att reducera ECR
genom den valda optimeringsmetoden samt att undersöka vilka miljöfördelar det skulle kunna leda
till. Det specifika syftet med arbetet är att undersöka; Miljöfördelarna som en reduktion av ECR
kan leda till i sjöfartsnäringen och sagda strategis potentiella genomförbarhet. För att svara på
detta har följande forskningsfrågor ställts;

• Hur realiserbart är det att reducera ECR genom att dela containrar på en online plattform?

• Vad är miljöpåverkan av att minska ECR i sjöfartsnäringen?

Tillvägagångssättet att svara på dessa frågor var en litteraturstudie av ECR strategier, SWOT
analys samt en Livscykelanalys (LCA). Livscykelanalysen gjordes med ett gratis online verktyg med
avsikt att ge vetskap till aktörer inom industrin att det finns verktyg de kan använda för att bedöma
deras egna miljöpåverkan. Resultaten visar på att det finns god potential i att implementera en
sådan strategi i hela industrin. Det visar också stora miljövinster om det skulle implementeras
över hela industrin, då hundratals miljoner containrar skickas varje år.
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1 Introduction
Modern transportation methods enable people and goods to travel far distances from one continent
to another. Maritime transportation, explicitly cargo shipments, are an essential part of the
transportation sector since it transports 90% of all the goods in the world (Smith et al., 2014).
However, in the awakening of climate change, the transportation sector has been identified as a
significant polluter and greenhouse gas emitter. The container ships have been identified as the
highest pollutant of all types of ships (Olmer et al., 2017) and numbers show that the shipping
industry is responsible for 18-30% of all the world’s nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions and 3,5-4% of
the global climate change emissions (Vidal, 2018). The European Union (EU) and other political
organizations have put up goals to reduce emissions in the transportation sector. By 2050 the
goal set by EU is to reduce emissions with 60% (Santén and Rogerson, 2018). Although, there
are indications that emissions from cargo ships could increase by 50-250% depending on future
economic and energy development (Smith et al., 2014).

The forecast of increased emissions puts pressure on the industry to optimize and find innovative
solutions for the future. However, currently, 20-30% of the containers on container carriers are
shipped empty (Sainz Bernat et al., 2016) that usually occurs when a container is being returned
back after being emptied from cargo at its final destination. That phenomena is called empty
container repositioning (ECR) and it causes vast monetary costs and high level of inefficiency. A
company working with optimizing container shipping through reducing ECR is xChange. They
offer an online platform with a container sharing approach. Through xChange, companies either
lease containers or lease out empty containers for a one-way move leading to a reduction in ECR.
Currently, over 200 companies are using the platform and the services provided by xChange
(xChange Solutions GmBH, n.d[a]). Since xChange started in 2015, they have optimized companies
shipping logistics and reduced avoidable monetary losses.

During the last years, several studies have been conducted about how the shipping industry can
lower repositioning costs (Huang, 2011, Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018, Mulder and Dekker, 2016, Zhang
and Facanha, 2014). The potential increase in profit from reducing 10% of the ECR has been
estimated to 30-50% (Theofanis and Boile, 2009). Additionally, the estimated cost for global ECR
in 2002 was 20 billion USD. The ten biggest carriers owns about 62% of all global containers and
the ten biggest leasing companies owns about 88% of all containers owned by leasing companies.
(Karmelić et al., 2012). Thus, 20 companies are paying for a major part of the ECR costs.

Clearly, the costs for ECR has been researched and estimated in several studies. It is also
apparent that there is awareness of the costs among the involved container owners. Since the
leasing companies changed their leasing contracts due to high costs from ECR (Theofanis and Boile,
2009). The studies regarding reduction of ECR mentioned above have not solely been concentrating
on reducing the ECR per se. However, their suggestions of improvements and implementations
could potentially lead to less ECR movements. The researchers’ suggestions would, however, mean
that changes on the logistics operation of container shipping would be needed (Kuzmicz and Pesch,
2018, Mulder and Dekker, 2016, Zhang and Facanha, 2014, Huang, 2011). Indicating that many
of these optimization solutions would require a new or expanded infrastructure of logistics and
communication.

As mentioned before, ECR does not only lead to high costs but also to inefficiency. How
this inefficiency affects the environmental impacts caused from the containers has not been well
researched. Less empty containers could potentially affect the environmental impacts in a positive
way but this has not been investigated yet nor has the feasibility of container sharing to reduce
ECR through an online platform been analysed. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to bring
knowledge about strategies to reduce ECR and the environmental impacts a reduction of ECR
could lead to.
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1.1 Aim
The aim is to examine how reducing empty container moves affects the environmental burdens
caused by container shipping and how feasible it is for an online platform using container sharing
to reduce ECR. The research questions are:

• How feasible is it to reduce ECR through sharing containers on an online platform?

• What is the environmental impact of decreasing ECR in the maritime shipping industry?

The research questions is answered through the following research objectives; To estimate the
feasibility for a platform using container sharing to reduce ECR movements. To determine the
environmental benefits that can be achieved by reducing ECR in container shipping.

1.2 Delimitations
This study is analysing the environmental burdens from containers while they are being transported
on container ships. A container going from a pick-up location to its final destination is not only
being shipped, it is also being transported with either truck or rail to and from depots and ports.
Nonetheless, the delimitations have been set to only take into account the impact which corresponds
to the ocean transit part of the transportation. Since the ocean transit corresponds to the global
problem of ECR it can be assumed that reduction of ECR in ocean transit will lead to a decrease of
ECR in a regional level as well (Braekers et al., 2011). However, what that the reduction of inland
ECR could generate in emission savings will not be known from this study. It can only be assumed
that the actual savings significantly higher. The project will analyse the environmental benefits of
less ECR in maritime shipping without providing other alterations. Current standards of cargo
ships and standardized containers are only used. This thesis conducts a Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) for the operational phase and considers emissions for Well-to Wheels (WTW). The study is
delimited both through the chosen LCA approach and the chosen tool with global average on all
inputs.
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2 Background and Theoretical Framework
This chapter gives an introduction to some of the main parts of this thesis such as; how containers
changed the transportation sector, types of containers and how they are used, how container
shipping is affecting the environment, xChange platform, introduction to ECR and ECR strategies,
introduction to SWOT analysis framework and LCA framework.

2.1 The importance of container shipping
According to Levinson (2016), when containers were introduced in the shipping industry it
completely revolutionized how we can ship cargo all over the world. Before containers were used,
shipping was an expensive way of transporting goods. The introduction of containers has made it
possible to ship goods more cost-efficient and with less labour needed worldwide (Levinson, 2016).
The industry changed into handling standardized containers instead of bulk cargo leading to a
change in the whole shipping industry and its economy. Less labour was needed, former centers of
sea trade were badly fitted for handling containers and the companies who could not adapt to the
new way of shipping perished. The former economy was gone and a new one was formed. Levinson
(2016) explains that cheap labour and land was a more dominant factor for placing a container port
than being close to a big city. As a result, poor countries could also aim for exporting goods to
rich countries. Due to the price for transporting raw materials and finished products was marginal
compared to before, low production costs started to determine where a good would be produced
(Levinson, 2016).

The revolution caused by introducing containers opened up for a new type of market with higher
productivity and more goods being sent on each ship and also handled per hour. The increased
level of efficiency the containers brought to the industry lead to rapid and continuous growth
despite facing hinders, like economic crises (Bosch et al., 2010). Without containers the world and
worldtrade might have been completely different today since containerization has been an important
driver towards globalization during the 20th century (Bernhofen et al., 2016). In Bernhofen et al.
(2016) it is explained that the introduction of containers for intermodal transportation cut the time
for transporting goods between Australia and Europe from approximately 70 to 34 days. It also
reduced the bound capital by more than half, since the goods could arrive at their destination 36
days earlier than before. Bernhofen et al. (2016) further explains that the volume of goods that
could be shipped after introducing containers also changed significantly. From 1965 to 1970/1971
the transportation capacity for a ship increased by more than 200%, and at the same time the
port productivity also increased from 1,7 to 30 tonnes per hour.

The shorter transportation time and the increased capacity and productivity made it possible
to supply more goods which in turn could meet the increasing demand. Accroding to Bosch et al.
(2010), there are a few reasons why the demand increased for the shipping industry one of the main
ones is the increase of world trade. It also has to do with institutional changes and technological
breakthroughs. China being included in the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, lead to an
increase of their exports with a fourfold. Another example of institutional changes that lead to
increased exports is after forming North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) - exports from
Mexico to the USA tripled within 6 years (Bosch et al., 2010). The increase of demand emerging
from new technology comes according from Bosch et al. (2010) from two reasons;

1. New demand after or during industrialization. The industrialized countries and the newly-
industrialized nations more preciously China and India both had an increase of demand for
energy and mineral resources.

2. New technology, such as just-in-time production, outsourcing and off-shoring. Introducing
new technology changed how and where a product can be produced but also the needed time
to produce goods.
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According to Bosch et al. (2010), all of these changes combined with overall productivity and
efficiency increase at ports and cargo management lead to a tremendous increase of demand with
a result of transportation costs falling. The ships started to increase in size which enabled more
goods than ever before being transported around the world (Bosch et al., 2010). Introducing
containers and the following optimizations has pushed down the transportation costs per product,
today the share of transportation costs on an average shelf product is about 1% (Levinson, 2016).
It is understandable why container shipping is used to transport the majority of all goods since
compared to other transportation methods such as air cargo, the costs are relatively low.

2.2 Lifespan of a container
A container used for transportation can be of different sizes such as 20 foot, 40 foot, 45 foot, 48 foot
and 53 foot. The standard size is a 20 foot container also called Twenty Equivalent Unit (TEU).
TEU is also used as a standard measurement of load capacity on container ships. There are also
different types of containers, for example those carrying liquid or being open, (Knörr et al., 2018)
the different container types is due to containers being used for transportation of different types
of goods. Moreover, containers can either be shipper owned container (SOC) or carrier owned
containers (COC). When booking COC containers the slot on a vessel and all transportation is
included. For SOC containers both the slot booking and the transportation has to be booked
separately. (xChange Solutions GmBH, n.d[b]). During its lifespan the main purpose for a container
is to hold cargo while being transported from one destination to another. However, from Figure 1
one can see that an average container only spends 16% of its lifespan on ocean transit with cargo.
Moreover, it spends >50% of its time idle or repositioned back empty.

Figure 1: Container usage during its lifespan (Crinks, 2000).

In Figure 2 a simplified overview of how a container moves in between ports and inland. In
between the ports the containers are being loaded onto a ship and transported, usually several
thousands of containers on the same ship, mostly laden containers but also empty containers.
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Figure 2: Handling of a container in a cycle perspective (Hanh, 2003).

According to Kuzmicz and Pesch (2018), after being emptied, the container is either transported
back to the port to be repositioned, transported back to the owner by rail, moved to a depot to
wait for future usage or it is moved to a local exporter to get loaded with cargo directly. It is
further explained that the last option is challenging to succeed with since it requires a match in
timing, location and container type.

The expected life time of a container is 10-15 years, however, when handled with greater care
the same container could last up to 20 years but that is not common (Rodrigue, 2020). The
purpose of a container is to be transported and therefore its built with durability and robustness so
that it can withstand the rough conditions when being handled. Every time a container is shipped
it is filled with cargo, loaded, unloaded and emptied again - each logistical step causes a risk for
potential damage (Rodrigue, 2020). Another aspect influencing the life expectancy of cotainers is
the different container types, as an example Reefers 1 are expected to have a lifespan of 10 years
while an Open-top2 or Flatrack3 can be expected to be used for more than 15 years (Hoffmann
et al., 2020).

2.3 Environmental impact from maritime container shipping and inter-
national regulations

The environmental impact from the operational part of container shipping comes mostly from
resource consumption and emissions. According to Endresen et al. (2008), the CO2 emissions and
fuel consumption are best decreased through improving operational or technical circumstances.
However, it also explained that reach the same results for exhaust gases like NOx and SO2

1Reefer is a container type equipped with a cooling system which is used to transport food and other goods that
need to be kept cold and/or at a steady temperature.

2An Open-top is a special container built without a roof to enable transportation of goods which regular containers
can not transport.

3Flatrack is another special container type built without roof but it also only have walls on the short sides.
Similar to the Open-top, Flatracks enables transportation of special cargo which dimensions exceeds the normal
containers capacity.
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the approach should be different. The focus should instead be on the engine, fuels and other
components part of the combustion process (Endresen et al., 2008). Reducing fuel consumption
is a popular approach in container shipping to reduce costs but it also has positive outcome on
the environmental impact. It is stated by Lindgren et al. (2016) that in contrast with most other
ships and transportation means, a container ship with lower cargo load does not always use less
fuel. Due to safety precautions, a container ship balances its weight with intake and discharge of
ballast water. For example, if the weight from the cargo is not enough on a ship, to ensure safe
conditions, the ballast water instead increases (Lindgren et al., 2016). Therefore, having less cargo
on a container ship does not decrease the fuel consumption for the ship per se. However, the fuel
consumption per tonnes shipped cargo can increase significantly which is evidence of low resource
efficiency and unnecessary environmental burdens.

Ballast water is another environmental problem caused by shipping, since it allows invasive
species to be transported and discharged. According to Kaluza et al. (2010) discharging ballast
water with invasive species causes landscape alternation and also extinction of other species. It
is further explained that container ships are in comparison to other cargo shipments modes not
usually shipped empty which means that they use ballast water at a lower degree than other ship
types. However, since container ships needs to use ballast water for every shipment due to safety
reasons, they account for a significant share of its discharges and the problems it creates (Kaluza
et al., 2010). The main influence on fuel consumptions for container ships are as explained not
caused by increase or decrease of loaded weight, but it is instead other external influences such as
wind, waves (Lindeen, 2008) and hull roughness (Lindgren et al., 2016). The significance of waves
affecting the fuel consumptions increases with speed (Lindeen, 2008). Although, a study on Reefer
Vessles shows that container load could generate higher wind resistance up to 10% (Luo et al.,
2016) and in another study it was concluded that uneven distribution and spacing of containers
could affect significantly as well (Majidian and Azarsina, 2018).

According to Lindgren et al. (2016) it was realised during the 20th century that the global
shipping industry could harm and risk the aquatic environment through accidents leading to oil
being discharged. The damage caused from oil leaking out in the ocean was evident and because of
this realisation the organization, as we know it today, International Maritime Organization (IMO),
was starting to take form. The goal with the organization at that time was to put international
regulations on the shipping industry for safety reasons and to hinder future oil accidents (Lindgren
et al., 2016). Environmental burdens caused by the international shipping industry is regulated both
through states national laws and also through international conventions formulated by the United
Nations (UN) and their specialized agent, International Maritime Organization (IMO) (Lindgren
et al., 2016). According to Lindgren et al. (2016) a state signing an international convention is not
immediately legally bound to its terms but is neither allowed to take actions which could work
against the intentions of the convention. Signing a convention is a clear statement of agreeing on
the intended outcome of it. However, to act accordingly and follow the agreement is not enforced,
it is actually up to each state to do so.

Due to the problematic of enforcing international law there are no consequences of not following
an agreement. At least, if the state is not acknowledging the UN as the deciding organ (Lindgren
et al., 2016). Lindgren et al. (2016) further explains that here are also other problems with the
compliance of international and national law such as the ship owners not following the national
laws of the country they are currently in. It all becomes a legal battle between the shipping
state and the coastal state the ship is located in. However, reducing environmental impacts from
the transportation sector, shipping included, are crucial to reach the sustainable development
that UN is advocating for (International Maritime Organization (IMO), 2019). Additionally, it is
also evident that IMO is pushing for awareness about environmental impacts within the shipping
industry. The IMO council is meeting for the 122 session with the theme "World Maritime theme
for 2020: "Sustainable shipping for a sustainable planet"" (International Maritime Organization
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(IMO), 2019). Spreading knowledge, as the example above, is merely one way to ensure that
environmental impacts are being considered and prioritized. Regulations and technical advancement
are two others and according to Lindgren et al. (2016), if they are all implemented together, with
enforcements, they can potentially make the shipping a sustainable transportation mean.

2.4 xChange
The online platform from xChange has been developed with the goal to optimize the container
shipping industry. Their approach is to use container sharing as a strategy to reduce the number
of empty container moves. Containers that would have been repositioned empty can instead be
leased for a one-way move to another party. This approach enables more containers to be moved
laden instead of empty while being repositioned. The platform xChange offers creates a network
with transparent communication, information and up-to-date possible matches of both available
and requested containers. Regardless if a company wants to supply or demand containers they can
specify in detail the origin, destination, quantity, equipment type, condition and more.

Through the platform, the companies can then communicate, negotiate the terms and agree
directly over the platform without having to sign a contract for each deal they make. The containers
are leased as SOC containers, without slot booking. A company using SOC containers can get
higher flexibility when booking freight options in terms of for instance time before the container
has to be returned (xChange Solutions GmBH, n.d[b]).

2.5 Strategies to reduce ECR
There are different strategies to reduce ECR and they can either aim to reduce ECR movements or
to reduce the cost ECR creates. To better understand how ECR movements can be decreased, the
cause for ECR needs to be explained. The reason why ECR exists has been compiled down to four
main arguments in most literature;

1. Structural trade imbalances: The structural trade imbalance comes from the geographical
difference in demand and supply. Exports and imports of goods are not cancelling each
other out on a trade lane, there are even locations where only either imports or exports is
occurring.

2. Seasonal demand for transportation: Seasonal demands come from the fact that many goods
are seasonal, like agricultural products. It is also due to national holidays and other yearly
occasions.

3. Container type imbalances: Even if this study only analyses TEU containers, 20-foot standard
containers, there are several different types. For volume goods it can be more beneficial
using a 40-foot container, since volume goods will not fulfil the maximum weight capacity of
a TEU. While for heavy goods a TEU is usually a better choice. There are also different
types of equipment such as reefers, enabling transportation of goods that needs sufficient
cooling and climate such as vegetables, fruit, meat and medicine. There are even more types
of containers and depending on the quality of the containers different types of goods are
allowed to be shipped in them.

4. Vast number of container owners.

(Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018; Song and Dong, 2015; Olivo et al., 2005; Jahn and Schlingmeier,
2014).
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What makes ECR even more complex is that it is not only seen as costly and unwanted for the
carriers, it is also many times the only feasible option. ECR can both be considered as a problem
and a strategy for actors in the shipping industry since it is costly for the carriers to reposition
empty containers but it also enables carriers to fulfil future demands and move equipment from
surplus locations to deficit locations. Due to trade imbalance and other operational problems,
some ECR is necessary and unavoidable (Theofanis and Boile, 2009). As a problem, ECR is a
known planning problem within the global transportation sector. These problems are usually
divided into tactical, strategic and operational planning problems (Lee and Song, 2017). ECR is
usually both considered as an operational and a tactical planning problem. Although, avoiding
or minimizing ECR is usually not prioritized in tactical planning since laden containers, which
means containers that are paid for being transported, are prioritized over empty containers. ECR
is however prioritized as an operational problem since reducing ECR can lead to cost reductions
(Lee and Song, 2017).

Figure 3: Shows the feasibility to reposition containers with regards to the different complexities
given by costs and locations (Theofanis and Boile, 2009).

Figure 3 describes the definite border when the costs for repositioning are higher compared to
the costs for purchasing a new container. On a global level, for maritime transport, one can notice
that the upper limit for repositioning costs is at the same level as the cost for manufacturing a
new container. Longer distance gives overall higher repositioning costs while the manufacturing
costs are constantly the same4. Hence, ECR strategies are prioritized depending on other costs for
containers and container shipping since these costs determine if the potential savings from reducing
ECR are sufficient. The possible strategies to reduce ECR are usually divided into three planning
levels; strategic, tactical and operational. These strategical decisions and their corresponding
planning level can be seen in Figure 4.

4Manufacturing costs does however reasonably vary, which is further explained in section 2.5.1.
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Figure 4: Decisions according to planning level that can reduce ECR (Braekers et al., 2011).

The overview from Figure 4 shows when or at which level the decisions have to be made and aims
to aid the overall understanding of the problem. When considering the ECR problem from a logistic
channel perspective, one can instead categorise the solutions from identifying how the problem is
dealt with. Solutions can be implemented internally within a shipping company, externally on a
vertical level within the logistic channel, externally on a horizontal level through collaborations
with for example different shipping companies and through technical innovations (Song and Dong,
2015). In the following sections the most important ECR strategies are explained and divided
according to the logistic channel perspective into; Organizational Solutions, Intra-channel Solutions,
Inter-channel Solutions and Technological Solutions.

2.5.1 Organizational solutions

According to Song and Dong (2015), organizational solutions are internal strategies concerning
container fleet management and includes decisions regarding; fleet size, shipping routes, the ratio
of leased in/off, routing of laden containers and, ECR. These strategies are linked and combining
them can help to increase container utilization and therefore the fleet capacity, since leased-,
owned-, laden- and- empty containers are all transported in the same transportation network
sharing vehicles and other resources. Organizational solutions have been used for decades to
reduce the monetary burdens caused by ECR. These solutions to reduce ECR are implemented
by the container owners; the shipping lines and leasing companies. Usually neither the strategies
themselves nor the studies made regarding them, consider other actors in the industry, instead
they focus on container owners from a single company’s perspective (Song and Dong, 2015). As
with most optimization strategies - optimising logistics operations usually means saving in on
resources and costs. Optimization of the container supply chain system is not different, it has been
prioritized so that reductions in cost can be achieved (Mhonyai et al., 2011).
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Fleet size
Fleet sizing concerns the size of a container fleet and the ratio of owned and leased containers.
It is a strategy developed for carriers to ensure profitable investments in equipment. Reducing
the container fleet size decreases the carrier’s capital investments and inventory costs (Braekers
et al., 2011). Fleet size, fleet capacity and ECR are closely linked, where well-managed ECR can
enable carriers to successfully implement smaller fleet sizes with high capacity (Dong and Song,
2009). Due to the lifespan of containers it is a decision for a long time frame, approximately 15
year (Song and Dong, 2015). As with leasing, which is presented in below in the same section,
2.5.1, prices of newly built containers have an influence on the number of owned containers in a
container fleet since it impacts the inventory costs and it decides if and how beneficial it is to
incorporate long-term leased containers.

Shipping routes
There are several approaches to operate ships where the type of cargo is the determining factor.
Containerized cargo is transported within the container shipping network, which is the major
division of liner shipping5 (Christiansen et al., 2013). Container vessels are in liner service with
the general practice of optimizing the port callings so that it considers export and import flows.
At the destination node, the vessel must first call at a port where containers are offloaded before
the vessel can carry containers destined for export. (Knörr et al., 2018). The characteristics for
liner shipping is that it follows a scheduled fixed route with the intent of maximising revenue
(Christiansen et al., 2013). Container ships follow a weekly service where ships are routed in loops.
According to Christiansen et al. (2013, p.468), a route can be set after determining these network
design aspects;

“(1) which ports to visit and in what sequence, (2) how often to visit the ports, and (3) the
size and speed of the ships to use.”

There are some network design choices, such as ship fleet size and mix, that determines which
ships the scheduling should be planned for (Meng et al., 2014). When planning the shipping routes,
which are put into place for weekly service on a long time frame between months or even up to a
year, many aspects have to be considered such as seasonal cargo demands and company policies
(Shintani et al., 2007). Forecasting the cargo demand for each port enables the shipping lines to
decide ports to call at but also the order of these calls and the required ship speed. The shipping
route and its specifics are decided with consideration of potential revenue and costs (Shintani
et al., 2007). Due to seasonal variations, the carriers need to revise their shipping service network
every 3-6 months, one example of seasonal variations is the Asia-Europe trade where the export of
laden containers always increases the last four months of the year (Meng and Wang, 2011). These
adjustments do not only affect container routing, but also all decisions regarding ship deployments
(Meng and Wang, 2011).

In 2006 the first containership with a container capacity of 10,000 TEU was deployed and at
the same time many carriers were waiting on receiving their own mega-ships (Imai et al., 2009).
This gave start to a new era of container shipping, where the ships have continued to increase in
size. In 2014 several ships with the capacity of 18,000 TEU were ordered by one of the biggest
operating carriers (Meng et al., 2014). Due to the long life expectancy of ships, 20-30 years (Meng
et al., 2014), the choice of fleet size and ship types influences the service network for a long time
period. The mega-ships enable vast capacity of laden and empty containers but also influences the
scheduling design and potential shipping routes.

5Liner service or liner shipping refers to vessels calling at multiple ports both at the starting node and the end
node (Knörr et al., 2018).
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The ship size influences the geographical properties of a shipping route in two ways; (1) Some
ports have restrictions on ship sizes due to physical constraints such as for instance narrow canals
and shallow waterways but also as a result of limited port operations. The first part of the physical
constraints is the draft6, which is influenced by the ship size and also the total weight of ship and
containers (Li et al., 2014),(Rodrigue, 2020). A 10,000 TEU container ship needs not only more
cranes and more available port equipment than a smaller ship, it also needs a longer off-on loading
area (Rodrigue, 2020). (2) Ship sizes also determine to some extent if the service design is going to
operate as a hub-spoke network or multi-port calling network. Hub-spoke is more common when
using mega-containerships whereas multi-port calling is usual with smaller ship sizes (Imai et al.,
2009). The difference between hub-spoke network and multi-port calling network is illustrated
in Figure 5. Combining the network types is another option which enables the usage of both
mega-containerships and smaller ships within the same network.

Figure 5: Shipping network designs; hub-spoke network and multi-port calling network (Imai
et al., 2009).

The introduction of bigger ships has enabled more containers to be transported per trip, resulting
in the big North European ports taking 50% of all external trade in Europe (Haralambides, 2019).
Thus, the containers for a major part of the European imports are shipped on big container ships
and then transported inland to the end-destination. According to Haralambides (2019), the big
Northern European ports are successful due to their efficiency and productivity and also due to
the inland transportation networks being extensive and fully developed. The networks of trucks,
rail etc. can handle transportation from Central Europe to all other parts including Southern
Europe and the peripheries. Implementing efficient and cost reducing optimizations have lead to
lower costs for some actors while others experiences higher costs. Increased container ship sizes is
according toBosch et al. (2010) one example of how actors can experience different outcome of cost
optimization and increased productivity. For the shipping lines there are significant cost benefits
and increase in productivity from introducing larger ships while the ports suffer high investment
costs to handle on- and offloading of these ships.

6A ship’s draft is the depth from the waterline to the bottom of the ship.
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Container leasing
Leasing as a strategy to avoid ECR most often refers to carriers avoiding repositioning at deficit
locations through short-term leasing of containers. However, leasing also closely relates to the
previously mentioned strategy, fleet sizing, since it enables integration of long-term containers
as part of their own fleet, where ECR, if considered at all, is a sub-problem. Leasing contracts
between customer and leasing company can be divided into two categories; master lease and term
lease. The master lease option, which before 2001 was the dominating lease option(Boile et al.,
2004), is a flexible lease option where the customer can choose where and when to pick up and drop
off, in accordance with contracted limitations. In contrast to term leasing, the leasing companies
are responsible for managing the containers on a master lease, therefore they are obliged to handle
repositioning, storage and maintenance (Song and Dong, 2015). The master lease offers some
flexibility to the leasing companies as well, since it enables returned containers to directly be
available for another customer to lease, which evidently also saves the repositioning cost for the
initial lessee.

According to Boile et al. (2004), the increased trade imbalance and the overestimated demand
of containers caused a record production year in 2000, forcing leasing companies to change from
mainly leasing containers with master lease to term lease. In 2001 leasing companies struggled
due to the vast supply of new built containers but after some time, leased containers increased in
demand. Higher container prices, prolonged delivery lead times and insufficient direct supplies are
usually reasons for carriers to make a notable increase of leased containers in their fleets (Boile et al.,
2004). Term lease is divided into short, medium and long leasing lengths, where the containers are
leased on fixed terms from a few days (single trips) to eight-year (integrated containers) contracts
(Song and Dong, 2015). Integrating leased containers into the own fleet through long-term leasing
is an alternative to the master lease which has been shown a cost-efficient alternative, even though,
as mentioned by Song and Dong (2015) the responsibility for repositioning and maintenance lies
on the lessee.

Routing
Container routing refers to the routing of laden containers, normally ECR is not considered in the
planning process even though they share the same vehicles and infrastructure. Customer demands
of laden containers create the origins and destinations of the shipping network while the actual
waterway route is decided either by the shippers/freight forwarders or the ocean carriers. The
most efficient container or cargo routing is not always the shortest path, it depends on the possible
service routes and if there are multiple calling ports on the same route (Song and Dong, 2015).
Due to the complexity of managing all the requirements of both laden and empty containers at the
same time there have been few routing algorithms that show sufficient implementations to tackle
the problem. However, from technological advancements in computing power and programming
algorithms, both linear and integer, it is now possible to create models that better handle the
complexity of both the problems (Song and Dong, 2015).

Revenue management
Revenue management for the container shipping industry can be divided into two parts; (1) Ship
capacity control such as slot allocation and cargo rejection; and (2) shipping service pricing such as
selective pricing for freight routes (Meng et al., 2019). Selective pricing is a more common approach
in the container shipping industry than the other revenue management strategies. The strategy
enables cost relocation for transportation from the carriers onto the shippers. The carriers adjust
the slot prices so that the shippers pay more on the crowded legs or on routes where repositioning
costs are higher (De Brito and Konings, 2008). Slot booking/allocation is more common in other
industries where it was as an example implemented two decades ago in the airline and hotel
industries (Chen and Kachani, 2007). Zurheide and Fischer (2012) conducted a study where slot
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booking for containers was handled in a similar manner as it is in the airline industry. The results
show the profit can increase significantly from implementing revenue management for slot booking,
but it doesn’t lead to higher utilization of the slots. In fact, the empty slots on the ships increased
in all cases; with high, medium and low demand for containers compared to the common approach
of ’First come, first serve’ (FCFS).

Like the already established booking systems for air cargo, booking limit (BL) leads to much
higher revenue even though slots are not filled. This is due to the approach of saving slots for
later bookings, more expensive booking classes. Regardless if all these slots are booked in the end,
it’s more profitable to keep slots open for urgent bookings than to fill the slots as fast as possible,
which is the principal of the FCFS approach. (Zurheide and Fischer, 2012). The standard of
using revenue management and dynamic pricing for cargo and tickets in the airline industry comes
from great investments in big data technologies and business analyses. The relatively low costs of
transporting containers on the ocean leg questions if the costs of gathering and storing data, and
also the implementation of new technologies, is worth it. (Lee and Song, 2017). Cargo rejection
is, in contrast with the other revenue management strategies, used in some studies together with
other strategies to reduce ECR, such as in the studies made by Gorman (2001) and Peng et al.
(2019). Every time a carrier receives a booking request they have the option to accept or reject.
Rejection can in practice happen due to insufficient transportation capacity or because of higher
expected revenue from other requested and/or forecasted bookings (Peng et al., 2019).

2.5.2 Intra-channel solutions

In the container shipping chain there is a vertical level with all the actors involved in the supply chain.
The strategies in this level aim to coordinate empty container management through information
visibility and collaboration (Song and Dong, 2015). Containers move from the shipper to the
shipping line, terminal, depot and consignee. Most available literature regarding these strategies
uses modelling techniques and focuses on the regional level. In later research another approach has
been developed, namely empty container reuse, which is divided into two different methodologies;
street turns and depot-direct (Jula et al., 2006). Another relatively common approach to consider
in literature is container substitution.

Empty reuse
Empty reuse, street turns and direct depots are all strategies that aim to reduce and/or eliminate
unnecessary ECR movements and handling. Empty reuse is in most literature, another name
for street turns, which aims to reduce ECR costs and burdens inland (Song and Dong, 2015).
In Jula et al. (2006) empty reuse is an umbrella term for both street turns and depot direct,
where it is explained as an strategy which attempts to handle the congestion at the ports through
minimizing the transportation of empty containers around the port area. Street turns enable direct
empty container movements from importers with available supply to exporters demanding empty
containers while avoiding the extra transportations to and from terminals (Kuzmicz and Pesch,
2018), (Braekers et al., 2011), (Song and Dong, 2015).

According to Braekers (2013) the most depots are situated in close surroundings of the ports and
the most common approach when a container becomes empty at the consignee, is to return it to the
port. Everytime a container is requested in the regional area, it is then transported again, resulting
in two empty trips after the container was unloaded at the consignee. In 2000 approximately
1.060.000 empty containers were moved back to the ports of Los Angeles (LA) and Long Beach
(LB) from local consignees in the hinterland region and at the same time, 550.000 empty containers
were transported from the two ports to local shippers (Braekers, 2013). Depot direct aims to reduce
the transportation distances of inland ECR through incorporating inland depots where importers
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drop-off empty containers and exporters pick-up empty containers when needed (Braekers et al.,
2011). It enables shorter transportation distances since neither the consignee nor the shipper needs
to drop-off or pick-up containers at the port depot.

Container substitution
Container substitution is a strategy to reduce ECR costs and it also creates possibilities for both
the carrier and shipper when demanded container types are unavailable. As an example; a shipper
requests two 20 foot containers for a certain price but since the carrier can not offer the requested
containers, they instead offer a 40 foot container (Braekers et al., 2011). It is also common that
the carrier offers a bigger container type than requested without increasing the price since the
carrier needs to reposition that container or since they are unable to supply the requested container
size (De Brito and Konings, 2008). Container substitution is only an option if the carrier offers
available containers that sufficiently covers the shipper’s request (Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018).

2.5.3 Inter-channel solutions

Inter-channel solutions are strategies where horizontal cooperations between container industry
actors are used to reduce ECR costs (Song and Dong, 2015). According to Song and Dong (2015),
these horizontal collaborations have usually been different forms of alliances or slot exchanges in
between carriers, but from the beginning of 2000’s other external collaborations have emerged to
reduce costs and increase efficiency such as container sharing.

Container sharing
Container sharing is a strategy that reduces ECR costs through resource sharing and collaborations
(Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018). The involved actors can for instance reposition their containers to
a more advantageous location while an external partner uses those containers to export goods.
According to Kuzmicz and Pesch (2018), it does not only reduce costs but it also increases efficiency
while using the backhaul opportunity to reduce ECR movements. Online platforms can be used to
incorporate container sharing, an example of that is given by Braekers et al. (2011), where it is
explained how a neutral online platform could enable successful matching of empty container reuse
and container sharing. There have been several attempts to implement a neutral online exchange
platform with information sharing to decrease ECR, but so far, none have been successful.

There are two different approaches which can be viewed as a equipment sharing attempts. The
first one is explained above and is referred to as container sharing, the other strategy is usually
referred to as grey pooling. Grey pooling is an attempt to move the container shipping industry
to a global pool of containers available for all carriers and shippers to use. The main incentive
for implementing grey pooling have been to enable higher utilization than own container fleets
although, it has been proven to lead to the opposite (De Brito and Konings, 2008). According
to the study made by Song and Carter (2009), grey pooling is deemed unimplementable in the
current way of practice.

2.5.4 Technological solutions

Technological solutions can be optimizations of the container equipment itself and also technological
advances needed for other strategies to reduce ECR to work (Song and Dong, 2015). An example of
optimization of container equipment is foldable or also called collapsible containers which enables
several folded containers to occupy only the same volume as one regular container. Another attempt
is the lightweight containers which requires the same volume as a regular container but instead has
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a lower tare weight. Technological innovation is usually related to improvements in communication
of information. The equipment development presented in this section does not lead to less ECR
movements, but since they are strategies to reduce ECR costs and since they can also can reduce
environmental burdens, they are considered.

Foldable containers
Foldable containers is a type of equipment innovations that has emerged as an attempt to reduce
costs and burdens from container transportations. Instead of aiming to reduce the movements of
the containers, foldable containers aim to reduce the space needed for a container to be stored and
transported. According to Goh (2019) the interest for foldable containers has increased the last
years because of the ECR problem. Foldable containers could enable four to six containers being
repositioned using only one normal vessel slot.

Lightweight containers
Lightweight containers, in contrast with foldable containers, have the same volume properties as a
standard container but are instead designed with either lighter materials or with lighter design
features. There have been several attempts to decrease the weight of containers but so far no
lightweight container has been successful implemented (Buchanan et al., 2018). There are two
different approaches when producing lightweight containers mentioned in the study by Obrecht and
Knez (2017); (1) exchanging the steel used to produce standard containers for lighter materials;
or (2) alternating the standard design of the containers to enable material reduction. The last
approach still uses steel and is, in contrast to the first mentioned approach, already somewhat used
in the industry (Obrecht and Knez, 2017).

Online platforms
Online platforms in the container industry can for instance be used as a part of implementing
intra-channel and/or inter-channel solutions to reduce ECR (Song and Dong, 2015). Platforms give
information visibility and enable the involved actors to share the location and status of containers.
Currently, containers are tracked by each actor but with different tracking systems and without
exchange of data (Song and Dong, 2015). According to Song and Dong (2015) sharing the tracking
data could enable visibility on the land leg for the shipping lines, but is however not currently
implemented due to overall concern of other parties misusing the data and also concerns that the
strategy may not be beneficial for the involved actors.

The conceptual idea of a platform is to create value for the ones using it through matching their
needs with a good or service (Parker et al., 2016). Due to the company providing the platform
not having any resources of its own it can increase in size much more rapidly than other types of
businesses. That phenomenon has happened in many cases resulting in a revolution of large-scale
industries (Parker et al., 2016). According to Parker et al. (2016) to reach such success there is
a need to primarily create a positive network effect which is achieved when the number of users
on a platform grows. The more joining a platform, the more value is created which also leads to
more users wanting to join. The platform should create such an advantage for the users, both the
ones supplying and the ones using a good or service, so that it is irreplaceable or hard to trump.
Scalability for both more suppliers and more users among the participants is important to be able
to continue surviving and thriving. It should always be more beneficial for the participants to have
more users on each side than keeping it at a certain level (Parker et al., 2016).
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2.6 Life Cycle Impact Assessment
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a method used to asses a product with a cradle-to-grave perspective,
which means from extraction of raw material to waste management (Curran, 2012). It can for
example either be used to compare two products against one another to find the better product
choice or to identify the main burdens and therefore the best approaches to reduce burdens
caused by a product. The first approach is called attributional LCA (ALCA) and the other one
consequential LCA (CLCA) (Curran, 2012). LCA methodology has been around for decades
but due to it constantly being updated and revised to make sure the result it brings is reliable
the tool is now a acknowledged tool to assess environmental impacts from a product or service.
The standardizations from International Organization for Standardization (ISO) have established
guidelines and specifications for how a LCA should be conducted in the ISO 14040 and ISO 14044
(Curran, 2012). It has resulted in framework and four general steps that a LCA have to contain
which can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The four general steps in an LCA (Curran, 2012).

The general steps, which are described below, enables the LCA to answer the goal of the study
but only if the scope of the study is properly defined and if the LCA is performed accordingly.
Therefore, a well executed LCA should describe a product’s potential burdens completely and
extensively.

2.6.1 Goal and scope

In the goal and scope section the necessary groundwork to conduct an LCA are being defined;
the functional unit, the system boundaries and assumptions and limitations of the study (Curran,
2012). Which is a crucial step before starting to conduct the LCA. It should describe how it should
be applied, why it is conducted, the intended audience and if it is attended to reach the public - it
should be presented with comparisons.

The goal and scope part enables the one performing an LCA to, in detail and in-depth, define
the study. It includes defining: (1) functional unit (FU); (2) system boundaries; (3) allocation
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procedures; (4) Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) method; and (5) assumptions and limitations.
The defined FU in an LCA depends on the goal of the study since it decides which function of the
product or service the LCA is suppose to investigate (Curran, 2012). The compared products in
an attributional LCA has to have the same function since it could otherwise lead to inaccurate
comparisons. In Curran (2012) an example is given how a car and a bus as two different means of
transportation can be compared. It is stated that the bus plausibly needs more material in the
production phase and more fuel to be transported the same distance as the car. Therefore, it can
be argued that the bus has larger burdens. However, when it comes to the function "transporting
from point A to B" it is feasible that the bus has instead lower burdens per passenger than the car.
Thus, Curran (2012) argues that, if the function is the same for two products, which is ensured
through the FU, the products can be compared.

From the goal of the study the approach of the LCA is decided, whether to use ACLA or
CLCA (Curran, 2012). As explained before, the ACLA is commonly used to compare products
while CLCA better expresses consequences from changes within processes of the life cycle. Further
differences between the two approaches lies in the use of functional unit and how co-products are
handled (Thomassen et al., 2008). In an ALCA it is essential that the functional unit is constant
which is on the contrary to a CLCA, were changes in demand and other surrounding circumstances
are considered which leads to changes in the functional unit. In an ALCA it is common practice to
divide burdens from the main product over co-products while in an CLCA the system in expanded
to include all processes for main product and co-products (Thomassen et al., 2008).

It is also recommended to conduct sensitivity analyses throughout the study to evaluate the
results in each step. In a sensitivity analysis the parameters used in the LCA calculations are being
modified to see how the results differ (Curran, 2012).

2.6.2 Life Cycle Inventory

The Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) is the stage where the all the inputs and outputs are defined for the
product being studied throughout its’ whole life cycle. Inputs are defined as all resources and energy
needed in each process while output is defined as the exhaust and waste created in each process
(Curran, 2012). The inputs and outputs are usually decided through data collection and data
measurements which enables quantification of the system flows. Through this, the environmental
burdens caused by a product can later be quantified and categorized. However, the categorization
occurs in the next step of the LCA.

It is important that the LCI follows the set system boundaries and takes in all inputs and
outputs to describe the system properly. Moreover, it also important to consider if allocations
are needed. An allocation could for instance be needed if a system leads to more products being
produced, also called multi-functional processes (Curran, 2012). For instance, a forest can produce
several products such as firewood, building timber, paper pulp and cellulose pulp. To analyse the
burdens caused by the building timber an allocation is needed to ensure that it accounts only for
the burdens it should account for. Alternatively, an allocation can be avoided in this case if all
products created from the forest is analysed and accounted for in the LCA. However, it is equally
important to make sure only products are acknowledged and accounted for and not also waste,
otherwise the LCA will be inaccurate and deceitful.

According to Curran (2012) allocation is preferably done through dividing the products into
physical relationships, such as mass and volume. Although physical relationships are preferred
when performing an allocation, other relationships can also be used such as other relationships or
monetary value. However, it is more beneficial for the study if allocations can be avoided through
dividing the processes to sub-processes (Curran, 2012) or, as suggested in the example with the
forest industry above, through including the other produced products within the function (Curran,
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2012).

2.6.3 Life Cycle Impact Assessment

In the Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) phase the results from the LCI are converted. All the
inputs and outputs are accounted for in the LCIA phase with the aim of making the significance of
the impacts on the environment easier to comprehend (Curran, 2012). Before the LCIA, the LCI
results usually consists of a inventory table of hundreds or thousands items all with different units.
Comprehending such a inventory table requires expertise knowledge and it is too long for a final
result (Curran, 2012). The LCIA phase enables a conversion of the long inventory list to a few
categorise with the same unit, making the result more comprehensive for anyone taking part of the
result.

For this purpose, Curran (2012) explains that the LCIA consists of the following mandatory
steps: (1) selection of impact categories, category indicators and characterization models; (2)
classification; and (3) characterization. In the selection step the impact categorise, category
indicators and characterisation models which are intended to be used are identified. The impact
categorise should be chosen with regards to the goal and scope of the LCA study and the chosen
product to ensure their relevance. In the second step, classification, each result from the LCI is
being represented in the chosen impact categories. The last step, characterization, enables all
results to be converted and represented together within each impact category. Through a conversion
into the same units each impact category can be numerically represented for the burdens caused
from all considered in- and outputs. (Curran, 2012).

Followed by the three mandatory steps there is a possibility to perform normalisation, grouping,
weighting and data quality analysis. These steps can be used to better compare the results with
other products or to understand the significance of the results (Curran, 2012). A data quality
analysis can be beneficial if, for instance, there are uncertainties or other inputs/outputs to
consider. However, since these additional steps are not part of the LCA conducted in this thesis,
each individual step will not be explained in more detail.

2.6.4 Life Cycle Interpretation

An interpretation phase is conducted to evaluate how either both the inventory analysis and the
impact assessment or one of them correlates to the set goal of the study. The intention is to identify
substantial issues as well as evaluating completeness, sensitivity and consistency of the study
(Curran, 2012). Through this approach limitations and uncertainties can be identified and the
defined system’s suitability can be analysed further. The interpretation ensures that conclusions
can be drawn and recommendations can be made from the LCA (Curran, 2012).

2.7 SWOT analysis
An analysis which assesses the enhancers and inhibitors at both external and internal levels of a
strategy is usually called "SWOT analysis". It comes from the four words; strengths (S), weakness
(W), opportunity (O) and threat (T) (Leigh, 2009). According to Panagiotou (2003, p.8), a SWOT
analysis can be explained as following;

“SWOT analysis is concerned with the analysis of an organisation’s internal and external
environment with the aim of identifying internal strengths in order to take advantage of its external
opportunities and avoid external (and possible internal) threats, while addressing its weaknesses.”

SWOT analysis was introduced as an approach to evaluate case studies in the 1950s. It started
as a simple and sometimes inadequate analysis approach for strategic decision making but has
become more developed and suitable to assess the complexity of these decisions (Panagiotou, 2003).
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SWOT analysis has now become an important and well-used tool to assess business strategies and
actions, but even though SWOT is a common analytical tool, the methodology is lacking (Coman
and Ronen, 2009). There is no simple approach for identifying strengths and weaknesses and there
is no long-term approach to control changes over time. There is also no guidelines of how to limit
the considered strengths and weaknesses while conducting a SWOT analysis, leading to many
SWOT analyses focusing on an excessive number of strengths and weaknesses without being able
to rank their importance. This leads to difficulties in analysing the results of the SWOT and also
to suggest actions and recommendations (Coman and Ronen, 2009).

According to Ghazinoory et al. (2011) the methodology to perform a SWOT analysis can be
divided into two parts; (1) to identify the strengths and weaknesses an organizational analysis
is performed; and (2) to identify threats and opportunities the business environment is being
examined in an environmental analysis. It is essential that the identified strengths and weaknesses
only exist due to internal circumstances such as finance, management, operations and marketing.
In the same way is it essential that the opportunities and threats are of external nature such as
economic and political factors or new technological solutions and their competitors (Ghazinoory
et al., 2011). Strengths and weaknesses in a SWOT analysis should be: (1) Concise; (2) Actionable;
(3) Significant; and (4) Authentic (Coman and Ronen, 2009).

In Coman and Ronen (2009) examples of good strengths and weaknesses are mentioned for
specific and unique internal conditions of an organization. These examples are not generic for
any type of business since without analysing within an organization one can not know which
or if any of these strengths and weaknesses is applicable for said organization. It is sorely the
conditions of the organization that decides the inter-organizational strengths and weaknesses.
There are different approaches to identify SWOT’s for example with TOWS Matrix or Telescopic
Observations. Telescopic Observations requires the analyst to consider several aspects. It was
introduced to bring guidance to the SWOT analyst and to make the SWOT analysis more profound
(Panagiotou and Wijnen, 2005). TOWS Matrix encourage the user to not divide the analysis into
internal and external analysis, but instead approach it all together. It enables the analysis to
both show enhancers and inhibitors but also which type of strategic decisions corresponds to the
identified strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. According to Weihrich (1982) there are
four types of strategic decisions;

1. SO Strategy: Maximizing both strengths and opportunities.

2. WO Strategy: Minimizing the weaknesses while maximizing the opportunities.

3. ST Strategy: Maximizing the strengths while minimizing the threats.

4. WT Strategy: Minimizing both weaknesses and threats. If possible, should be avoided.
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3 Research design and Method
To be able to answer the specific research questions the thesis was divided into two different parts.
First, the potential of reducing ECR through different strategies was evaluated through a SWOT
analysis. From that approach the first research question, "How feasible is it to reduce ECR through
sharing containers on an online platform?", could be answered. Secondly, a LCA for a container
with different empty container repositioning ratios was conducted. Using a LCA made it possible
to get an overview of the environmental impacts from a container with different ECR scenarios,
which answers to the second research question "What is the environmental impact of decreasing
ECR in the maritime shipping industry". The design of the research can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Illustrated research design of thesis with research questions.

3.1 Literature review
The literature review was conducted using the databases KTH Primo and Google Scholar. Through
using a few specific search terms literature that could answer the first research question; "How
feasible is it to reduce ECR through sharing containers on an online platform?" was found. Used
search terms were; "empty container repositioning", "empty container movements", "empty container
logistics" and "reducing empty containers" together with terms such as "shipping", "liner shipping",
"competition and cooperation", "strategies" and also terms directly linked to specific strategies such
as "fleet size", "cargo routing", "empty reuse" and "container sharing". To make sure the sources
were still relevant, no source older than 20 years was used and most of the literature used in this
study was published within the last 10 years. The literature review was conducted as following;

1. The "Advanced search" function in KTH Primo was used with the specific search terms and
the option "Last 10 years" in the "Publication date".

2. The literature was evaluated to prove its relevance.

3. If the literature was relevant the articles were validated through cross-referencing.

4. Cross-referencing was also used in the next step to find more relevant literature.
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5. When relevant literature had been found using KTH Primo the Google Scholar options "Cited
by" and "Related articles", were also used to find interesting literature not older than 20
years.

Additionally, some books and websites were also used to deepen the knowledge regarding ECR
and some analysed strategies.

3.2 SWOT analysis
The results of the literature review can be found in section 4 as a SWOT analysis of the different
strategies. The SWOT analysis was performed in accordance to the guidelines presented in
the previous background section. The first step was to identify different strategies to reduce
ECR from the reviewed literature. These strategies were then categorized into four different
groups; Organizational Solutions, Intra-channel Solutions, Inter-channel Solutions and Technological
Solutions, which can already be seen in section 2.5. This categorization has been identified as
more suitable to use than the more commonly used, namely; tactical-, strategic- and organizational
planning problem, since it divides the different strategies into involving parties which is an important
factor in SWOT analysis. The next step was to analyse these strategies using the SWOT analysis
method to find similarities and difference for the strategies - both positive and negative.

The results from the SWOT analysis was then evaluated so that the research question one could
be answered. Using SWOT analysis enabled an evaluation of different strategies with a main focus
on assessing if the strategy reduces ECR moves. All other positive outcomes were either categorized
as strength or weakness. The analysis looks into four different types of strategies, each having
different means of approaches. Neither of these are complete companies, products or solutions. It
is merely the potential of these strategical solutions that has been analysed. Therefore, the SWOT
analysis in this thesis differs from many other SWOT analyses since it does not consider staff,
brand or other specific conditions which are unique for a company or a product. The determining
factor if a strategy could be deemed feasible was if it reduces global ECR movements but also if it
reduced costs and/or increased revenue for the carriers.

Reduced costs and/or increased revenue were set as a determining factor if a strategy could be
implemented or not because it relates to reality. In the container shipping industry the economics
is the driving factor (De Brito and Konings, 2008). With ECR standing for 20-25% of the total
shipping costs for carriers (De Brito and Konings, 2008), it is understandable that carriers will
prioritise strategies that can reduce the monetary burdens over a strategy that merely reduces the
environmental burdens. According to De Brito and Konings (2008)it is predicted that not only will
demand of containers continue to increase but also the strong competition between carriers with
cost efficiency being the main driver is deemed to continue. Reducing costs is therefore not only
important for a strategy to be implemented but crucial, and for that reason it has received the
same priority in this study for feasibility as the actual reduction of ECR movements.

3.3 Strategy to collect and extract data
This study is the first of its kind; an LCA on the use phase of a standard twenty-foot equivalent
unit (TEU) container both with current ECR percentage and with a reduced ECR percentage.
Conducting LCA’s in the maritime transportation sector is considerably lower than for other
industries (Nian and Yuan, 2017). To conduct the LCA the online tool Ecological Transport
Information Tool - worldwide, also called EcoTransIT (ETW)7 was chosen. The ETW calculation
model follows the European standard EN16258 which is a procedure to compute and reveal the
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions for transportation (Knörr et al., 2018). ETW

7More information about the tool can be found at https://www.ecotransit.org/
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uses a ‘best-practice’ standard with simplified and generalized conversion factors and default values.
It’s a free tool with the aim of revealing the environmental impacts of transporting cargo for
shippers and freight forwarders (FF) with different transportation means (Knörr et al., 2018) There
are other tools available but the factors leading to the chosen tool were;

1. Accepted and acknowledged tool for conducting LCA (following international standard)

2. Regularly updated data

3. Data for chosen impact categories

4. Obtainable data

5. Transparent methodology

6. Freely available tool

Another considered tool was the NTMCalc Freight Professional 3.0. The fact that NTM
calculator was not chosen has to do with the factors mentioned above, even though the tool has
according to Šimenc (2016) been used in several other studies and also uses less default values and
more optional inputs than ETW. One of the requirements, obtainable data, was the one ruling
NTM calculator out. Retrieving the data from the NTM calculator is only possible in PDF-file
format while ETW offers csv-file format. Since 50 trips where going to be analysed with two
options each, it would result in 100 files with multiple data values in each file. The data values
had to be transferred or converted into an Excel-file to be analysed. Having files in PDF format
only makes it possible for manual conversion, at least with average programming skills, while with
csv format a quite standardized coding could convert these files into one Excel-file. Thus, ETW
was chosen to make the analysis possible for this study. ETW is the one tool which has been
recommended and supported by leading companies in logistics. The purpose with ETW is to give
shippers and freight forwarders (FF) a tool to calculate the difference between transporting cargo
with different means, equipment and other conditions (Šimenc, 2016). Which corresponds well
with the purpose of this thesis.

To be able to extract data for the LCA two steps were needed; (1) Computing the ETW
calculation tool with different inputs; and (2) extracting the relevant data from the ETW tool’s
CSV-files. The first step is explained further in chapter 5 and Appendix A. The utilized ETW
tool does not provide the functionality to export results for several different input values at once,
but instead creates a separate output file for each pair of input parameters. In order to efficiently
combine and analyse the data, I developed a Python script which is attached in Appendix D, which
merges the data of all result files into a single Excel document.
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4 Strategies to reduce ECR - SWOT analysis
The reduction potential for different strategies is not easily assessed and appears to be lacking in
most studies. The complexity of the ECR problem is known and some challenges are unsolvable. A
strategy can only successfully reduce ECR if it first and foremost could lead to less ECR but also
if it is implementable. In order to understand the potential of each strategy helpful and harmful
properties both internally and externally can be identified to make an assessment. In this chapter
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats have been analysed for each strategy as a
SWOT analysis. The analysis shows how feasible a reduction of ECR is for each strategy.

In each following section a SWOT analysis summarizes the results from the four analysed
strategy categorise; organizational solutions, intra-channel-solutions, inter-channel solutions and
technological solutions. The SWOT analyses are followed with more detailed sections where each
strategy is analysed in more detail.

4.1 Organizational Solutions
Most ECR is handled by the container owners, shipping lines/ocean carriers, which also according
to (Song and Dong, 2015) explains why most of the literature focuses on internal organizational
solutions to solve the problem with ECR. As with other optimization strategies it is easy to
implement organizational solutions since it is implemented at an organizational level, and they
focus on increasing efficiency in order to lower costs and create revenue. The available literature and
studies on the subject organizational solutions show that these sorts of strategies can successfully
reduce costs from ECR when ECR is treated as a problem. It is however not clear how well they
perform in decreasing the actual ECR movements. There are some strong indications that handling
costs are decreased from implementing some of these solutions, but only a few seem to manage to
reduce the transportation distances and/or the number of ECR movements. When ECR is seen
as a solution to other problems, the strategies can instead increase overall efficiency but with the
result of increased ECR.

The summarized analysis of the organizational solutions can be seen in Figure 8. From the
SWOT analysis it can be seen that most of the organizational solutions are implementable due to
their strength of reducing costs but only two, which can be implemented in the current way of
practice, actually reduces ECR movements. Further analyses and explanations can be found in the
five subsections to this section.
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Figure 8: SWOT analysis from literature study and reflections of the ECR strategies belonging
to Organizational Solutions.

4.1.1 Fleet size

According to Song and Dong (2015) studies regarding ECR reduction through fleet size management
are almost nonexistent, which is explained through different time frames and high complexity.
Decisions regarding ECR have to be handled with continuity and usually involve making decisions on
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a short-time span; monthly, weekly and/or daily, while fleet sizing is usually planned in accordance
to a container’s lifespan, which is approximately 15 years. There are, however, a few studies
regarding fleet size and ECR which not only treats ECR as a problem but also as an opportunity
to better utilize container fleets.

Deciding the optimal fleet size with regards to ECR is not only complicated due to the different
time frames; fleet sizing being a long-term decision while ECR is decided on a day-to-day basis, but
also since ECR can both be seen as a problem and a solution. The reasons why it can be beneficial
for carriers to consider fleet sizing and ECR together is increased efficiency which enables cost
savings. One example of ECR being used as an opportunity to reduce costs is the study made by
Dong and Song (2009) where it is proven that costs will be reduced if ECR is considered when
deciding the fleet size and the optimal fleet size depends on the chosen ECR strategy. The cost
savings and positive outcome from implementing ECR is explained through shorter waiting times
for containers and increased container utilization (Dong and Song, 2009) since ECR recirculates
empty containers from surplus to deficit locations. For that reason it is important to keep some
essential ECR movements.

The results from Dong and Song (2009) shows that the container fleets were better managed
when planning with regards to ECR than before which in turn enabled less cargo rejection but
also more handling operations and more ECR. In Dong and Song (2009) it is stated that ECR is
costly since it requires extra transportation and handling, additionally it also takes up slots on
vessels which could have been giving revenue through laden containers. Nonetheless, it is proven in
the same study that for all analysed cases, fleet size and ECR considered together resulted in less
costs. The manner of how the results are presented indicates that the focus of the study was not
to reduce transportation- and/or repositioning costs but rather handling-, inventory- and- penalty
costs. It is therefore not possible to answer if the transporting distances for ECR was impacted.
However, since ECR increased it can at least be assumed that transportation distances did not
decrease and instead most likely increased, even if the ECR was managed more efficiently. In
contrast with other studies regarding organizational solutions and ECR such as; Shintani et al.
(2007) and Imai et al. (2009), the study made by Dong and Song (2009) considers the costs of
transportation when analysing ECR since it is not assumed as it is in the other mentioned studies
that ECR only occurs where there are empty slots on vessels.

The results from Dong and Song (2009) shows that even though ECR can reduce overall costs
and therefore it is worth prioritizing it for carriers, it does not lead to less ECR. It also shows that
regardless if transportation costs are considered or not, planning fleet sizes in accordance with
ECR reduces costs. An important aspect to consider when decreasing the container fleet sizes
is the capability to fulfil the laden container operations. According to Dong and Song (2009) an
advantage with small container fleets is the lower investment- and- inventory costs, but a smaller
container fleet also risks losing customers due to inability to meet demands. The inability to meet
demands leads to cargo rejection which, in contrast to other freight modes, is not an accepted
approach in the container shipping industry. Cargo rejection is not an option due to the strong
competition between industry actors. When a carrier rejects cargo it might affect the relationship
with customers which can lead to less future orders, this problem can be referred to as a type of
penalty cost which is also considered in decision making (Peng et al., 2019). Instead of rejecting the
cargo, the carriers can either lease containers or/and implement operational strategies to allocate
empty containers timely to demand areas (Shintani et al., 2007), another option to consider is
to purchase containers (Moon et al., 2010). The timely allocation of empty containers to meet
future demands is ECR, which implies that ECR is not only a burden but also a needed strategy
to manage container fleets.

Since smaller fleet sizes lead to higher risks of cargo rejection, which is currently not an
accepted practice in the container shipping industry, it questions if the strategy of planning
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fleet sizes according to ECR is even implementable. Another reason to question the strategy is
the complicated and sensitive relationship between long-term planning and short-term decisions.
Carrier’s implemented ECR strategies changes the optimal size of container fleet (Dong and Song,
2009), which not only complicates the choice of container fleet sizes but also questions if ECR and
fleet sizing should be considered together. If a carrier changes their operational ECR strategies due
to change in demand their fleet size might not be optimal any longer, leading to potential cargo
rejections and inefficient fleet handling. Incorporating container fleets with higher redundancy and
flexibility could therefore be prioritized over planning fleet sizes in accordance with ECR.

Even though the previously mentioned studies all treat ECR as a solution when considered
with fleet sizing, there are studies where ECR is instead seen as a problem. In the study made
by Braekers et al. (2011) ECR is seen as a planning problem where not only the costs but also
the environmental impact from ECR is mentioned. The study presents facts from other studies
regarding fleet sizing and ECR but in which ECR movements are considered more as a solution
than an issue. In those studies it is shown that when considering ECR and fleet sizing together
cost reductions are enabled but the consequence on ECR movements is not addressed. In Braekers
et al. (2011) ECR is analysed on a regional level and only mentions that the attempts to reduce
ECR on a global level are cost-driven and that many of these efforts involve using empty slots to
reposition empty containers, it is also concluded that more studies should be made on fleet sizing
together with ECR on a global level.

Although reducing ECR through fleet sizing is not necessarily an outcome there are some other
positive aspects of this strategy. Carriers prioritize the strategy since it is multi-problem oriented
and already implemented. Fleet sizing enables informed decisions regarding equipment investments
and it decreases the carrier’s costs. It has also been stated to increase container utilization, but in
reality it is not certain if higher container utilization can be achieved through more ECR since the
rough handling of containers when being shipped leads to time consuming repairs and can also
reduce their lifespan which is explained in 2.2. Regardless if a container is laden or empty the
handling causes damage to the containers, according to Hjortnaes et al. (2017) there is a 20-25%
failure rate in handling empty containers8. The containers can be repaired until a certain point
but eventually they are no longer seaworthy containers9. It takes approximately one week to repair
a container (Hjortnaes et al., 2017), which means that there is a 20-25% risk for each handling
activity of an empty container that it will lose one week of potential utilization. For that reason, it
is hard to estimate how higher efficiency in EC management in different case studies will in reality
influence the container utilization.

According to Hjortnaes et al. (2017) about 75% of all damaged empty containers are repaired
overseas meaning that they are transported to be repaired, even if they are locally repaired they
first need to be transported to a empty depot for repairs. The issue of transporting damaged
empty containers before being repaired is not only because of the increase of ECR but also due to
the potential increase of empty containers at surplus locations and decrease of empty containers
at deficit locations. The overseas repairs are executed at locations that enable cost savings for
the company, damaged empty containers will not be transported for repairs if it is not cheaper
than local repairs (Hjortnaes et al., 2017). Nonetheless, since it is stated by several studies that
container utilization can increase when considering fleet size and ECR together it is considered as
a possible outcome.

As with most other long term strategies, forecasting plays an important role in fleet size
decisions. Future container demand guides the carriers in decisions regarding their container fleets

8The failure rate includes not only rough handling at terminals and during transportation but also from equipment
cooling problems and normal maintenance (Hjortnaes et al., 2017).

9Seaworthy containers are containers which have been repaired in a correct manner and from a quality perspective
are suitable for being shipped.
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and ships. Forecasting also enables future predictions of ECR but since ECR is a result of laden
container routing it is not possible to predict it in detail many years before it happens. An extra
burden caused by ECR is when predicted demand does not match reality, resulting in ECs arriving
at a port where they are no longer needed since there are already more ECs than requested (Dong
and Song, 2009). ECR costs that could be reduced through fleet sizing mostly concern handling
and inventory costs. Since handling and transportation is something that occurs a long time after
the decisions regarding fleet size, it is not plausible to adjust the fleet size according to a specific
future ECR. Even though fleet size and container allocation are closely related, it seems to neither
be possible nor beneficial to use fleet sizing as a strategy to reduce ECR movements. According to
Braekers et al. (2011), reducing fleet sizes will increase the overall need for future ECR. When
ECR is viewed as a solution it enables not only cost saving but also potential revenue through less
penalty costs/cargo rejection, for those reasons it is a strategy which is prioritized by carriers.

4.1.2 Shipping routes

The problem of incorporating ECR in decisions regarding shipping routes is similar to other
strategies in organizational solution, such as fleet size; the actual ECR movements are managed on
an operational basis while shipping routes are scheduled and set long before. As with container
fleet sizing there seems to be some positive outcomes to consider them together despite the different
planning horizons. Planning shipping routes with regards to ECR is in Takano and Arai (2011) an
attempt to manage ECR better so that empty containers can be relocated from surplus locations to
demand locations timely. Faster relocation of empty containers could not only ensure that demand
for empty containers is fulfilled but it can also lead to reduced fuel consumption. According to
Shintani et al. (2007), efficient EC distributions will enable vessel speed reductions which results
in less fuel consumption and therefore also lower environmental impact from container shipping
operations.

Efficient EC distribution is presumably not only achievable through ship routing but also through
other organizational solutions where the outcome leads to higher efficiency, such as container routing
which is explained in subsection 4.1.4. Lowering the fuel consumption is important and prioritized
since it reduces costs and environmental burdens in the container shipping industry. The impact
on the number of containers being empty repositioned and the total distance empty containers
are repositioned from considering shipping routes together with ECR is not easy to assess due to
lacking focus in the literature. In the analysed literature the potential cost reductions on ECR
handling is evaluated rather than the potential reduction of environmental impact through less
and/or shorter transporting activities. According to Shintani et al. (2007) lifting on and off EC
stands for the most costs associated with ECR for the carriers since the transportation itself is
usually solved through using up the overcapacity on the vessels. An example where it proves that
literature and the container shipping industry mostly focuses on reducing handling costs is given
in the study Song and Dong (2013, p.200) where it is even stated in the problem definition of the
study;

“...empty container repositioning should be designed to minimise the total number of empty
container lifts at ports as the first priority, and then try to minimise the transit time of empty
containers since it incurs empty container in-transition inventory costs.”.

Due to the focus and assumptions in the analysed studies in the area of shipping routes and
ECR, the assessment of how ECR movements are being influenced is difficult to estimate. The fact
presented before, that EC many times are transported using unused capacity on the container ships
is not questioned. Although, in other studies the unused capacity is not considered for ECR; instead
transportation costs are added and the impact on the capacity of transporting laden containers is
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discussed10. The different approaches and assumptions in the studies might be a result of global
and regional differences. Assuming that ECR can be handled through using up unused slots could
be the reality on some routes but on other routes the complexity of trade imbalances, equipment
matching and seasonal variations leads to slot shortages. It can also be a result of looking at
the ECR problem from a single company perspective and therefore simplifying the problem. As
mentioned before, most studies regarding ECR focus on carriers and attempts to estimate the
benefits for a carrier to implement different strategies to manage ECR. On a regional level, the
transportation costs and handling stands for 75% of the total ECR costs, with transportation
standing for the more than half of those costs in all studied cases (Hjortnaes et al., 2017).

It is stated in Meng and Wang (2011) that laden and empty containers should be considered
together in tactical planning otherwise it will inefficiently handle empty containers. The statement
continues with mentioning another study by Imai et al. (2009) where it is proven that multi-port
calling operations is the more advantageous network design when considering ECR. The more
traditional hub-spoke network design, where ECR is not considered, is only more advantageous
during some specific conditions. As explained earlier, considering ECR when planning the ship
routes can lead to less fuel consumption. With the new mega-ships becoming the standard, the
preconditions for ship routing changes which could lead to other outcomes on ECR and also
decrease the empty container management efficiency. According to the study conducted by Imai
et al. (2009) the hub-spoke approach, more commonly used for the mega-containerships, causes
lower EC efficiency than multi-port calling, which indicates that the new investments in mega-ships
could decrease the possibilities of slow steaming due to lower efficiency.

Due to the long shipping durations and fewer ports being called on a weekly basis with the
hub-spoke approach, EC’s could not be repositioned timely so that leasing was avoided, instead
leasing costs were much higher than with multi-port calling (Imai et al., 2009). The study made by
Imai et al. (2009) assumes an approach where empty unused slots on weekly operations are used
to reposition EC’s, which means that the calculated costs for ECR only refers to handling costs
at ports and, for the hub-spoke approach, feeder costs. The fact that transportation costs were
excluded for ECR means that when implemented the potential cost saving from ECR management
in the multi-port calling approach could be lower than estimated. It is unlikely that the cost
savings could be higher since multi-port calling results in more ECR and therefore more slots being
used by empty containers.

According to Meng and Wang (2011), designing the network without considering ECR might
result in the network being unable to handle both laden and ECR. An example is given where
the ECR from two regional ports can not be satisfied through the weekly operations of the vessels
through unused slots. Meng and Wang (2011) also states that ECR is more complicated than
the routing of laden containers due to the immense options of repositioning locations. Due to the
vast numbers of potential ports to reposition empty containers it is more uncommon to transship
empty containers than laden containers. From a cost perspective, transshipments 11 should be
minimized in container maritime shipping since transshipments increases the number of handling
needed from origin to end destination. According to Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018 handling costs are
the most sensitive when it comes to ECR, therefore the focus should be on increasing efficiency in
the handling of ECR and subsequently avoid transshipments. The used models to optimize the
container routing tries to reduce transshipments of empty containers due to cost savings and it is
possible to do so because of the vast options of ports to repositioning the containers (Meng and
Wang, 2011). In hub-spoke operations transshipment of empty containers is not preferred.

There is no indication that the cost reduction enabled by considering ECR when creating the
10See previous section Fleet size where it is explained which costs Dong and Song (2009) considered.
11Transshipments is a transportation model where goods or services are not directly being transported between

two points, they are instead going through at least one other point where reloading occurs (Briš, 2010).
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service network designs would lead to less ECR or shorter transportations for empty containers. It
does however indicate some potential in reducing environmental impact since transshipments are
minimized, container handling activities are reduced and since well-managed ECR enables speed
reductions. The impact the new standard of mega-containerships have on these positive aspects is
not known. Regardless, the SWOT aims to answer if ECR is reduced or if transportation distances
are reduced through using a specific strategy, which in this case seems not to be an outcome. When
ECR can not be executed using the available resources in the network, it could mean that other
ships need to be deployed to reposition empty containers, which could create more monetary and
environmental burdens. If this also means longer transportations distances for ECR or more ECR
than when using the scheduled ships, can not be answered, although they will most likely not
be less. Another outcome can also be lower container utilization and therefore also more empty
containers being stored for longer times at ports.

In summary, to consider ECR together with ship routing shows the potential of reducing cost
from ECR through increasing efficiency in empty container management. In the study made by
Meng and Wang (2011) it was even proven that in all studied operational examples the highest cost
reductions are enabled through incorporating ECR in the service network design. The strategy
shows no indications that it would lead to a reduction of unnecessary ECR nor a reduction in ECR
transportation distances, which can however be expected since the aim of planning shipping routes
in accordance with ECR is to avoid the sensitive costs of ECR handling and container leasing.

4.1.3 Container leasing

In a literature study made by Song and Dong (2015) numerous studies regarding container leasing
and ECR are presented, although they seem mostly to assume that leased containers offer perfect
options such as; leased containers are always available when own supply is insufficient for current
demands and they can either be used as integrated containers or be returned at any given point
in time. When considering the complexity and the scale of the container transportation network
and also the decision time-frame, these assumptions are quite unrealistic and it seems to have
a better effect on not missing out on potential revenue rather than reducing ECR. Being able
to lease containers at a location where their own equipment is scarce enables the company to
take on customers whom they would have possibly missed out on, without being dependent on
repositioning empty containers from another location on a short time frame. The well cited study
Shintani et al. (2007), is an example of a study with many parameters where leasing containers is
considered as one option to fulfil local demands but with the assumption that leasing containers
will always be available when needed.

Similar to carriers, leasing companies experience the same problem with the deficit and surplus
of containers at different locations, and due to trade imbalances they are the same locations as
for the carriers. The available leasing containers could for instance have been repositioned empty
as a strategy to fulfil potential future demands, which is the most common tactical strategy to
solve empty balancing problems (Braekers et al., 2011). Thus, ECR can occur although its direct
cost is handled by the leasing company instead of the shipping line.The costly burdens of ECR
for the leasing companies are also present for the lessees through the leasing costs. Pick-up and
drop-off costs are attempts from the leasing companies to cover some of their repositioning costs
which leads to costly leasing terms (Braekers et al., 2011). Another attempt to reduce the costs,
which also occurs occasionally, is to offer only a limited amount of leased containers to a carrier at
a certain location within a given time frame (Braekers et al., 2011).

It is possible that leasing companies can in some extent handle the ECR problem more efficiently
than the shipping lines due to their nature of operation but it is also likely that leasing companies,
just as carriers, use strategies to reduce ECR. The reduction of ECR is then correlated to if the
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leasing companies implement strategies to reduce ECR or if they only try to avoid monetary
burdens caused by ECR through their leasing pricing and terms. Leasing as a strategy to reduce
ECR movements is therefore complex to analyse since it moves the responsibility of ECR to the
leasing companies but it does not offer a solution to the problem. Solving the ECR problem on a
global level through leasing is therefore deemed to be challenging, if not implemented together
with other strategies.

The relocation of empty containers for container leasing companies is further complicated due
to the costly storage prices at deficit ports such as Hong Kong and other ports in China and also
South Korea (Boile et al., 2004). Storage prices are correlated to the demand of empty containers,
leading to lessors paying less for keeping their empty containers at surplus locations and only
allocating them when the predicted demand is high enough. Consequently, the risk of insufficient
amounts of available empty leasing containers at deficit locations increases. Leasing containers
also creates more storage of empty containers at ports and depots and could also reduce container
utilization since it reduces allocation of the carriers own empty containers and increases the world
fleet of containers. Container leasing is from an environmental aspect important to reduce leasing
containers to achieve a more environmentally friendly supply chain (Jeong et al., 2018). The
determining factor if a carrier would lease a container to fulfil its cost, as long as the customer
demand can be satisfied the option with the lowest costs will be chosen. According to the study
made by Jeong et al. (2018), the compared costs for leasing and repositioning for transportation
on the maritime leg was always significantly lower for ECR than for leasing.

As an organizational solution, leasing containers is an important strategy to combine with ECR.
Leasing containers enable lower inventory costs for carriers, when used as a strategy to reduce fleet
size. It can also enable carriers to not miss out on opportunities at locations where either their own
containers are scarce and/or unavailable or where empty containers can not timely be repositioned.
As a strategy to reduce ECR movements, it is hard to understand how incorporating more or less
leasing containers could impact the overall ECR transportations. Due to the already mentioned
trade imbalances and problems with reallocation it is not plausible that leasing companies, whom
in contrast with careers have no own container ships, would handle ECR in a better manner so that
overall ECR movements and distances are reduced. The implementation possibilities of leasing
companies is also closely related to the price of new containers and the repositioning costs.

4.1.4 Routing

The shipping lines prioritize organizational improvements for laden containers over empty containers.
Therefore the primary focus in container shipment is the revenue and cost saving that can be
achieved through handling laden containers in the most preferable way and not the cost saving
that can be achieved through reducing ECR. On a global level, ECR is not even considered for
container routing operations, regionally it is considered (Braekers et al., 2011). However, according
to Song and Dong (2015) new routing models where laden and empty containers are considered
together enable cost savings. Since routing models traditionally focus on laden containers and do
not consider empty containers it concludes that costs concerning empty containers are reduced.
One important aspect to consider is that the revenue from cargo routing is more important for
the carriers than the cost reductions possible from regarding ECR together with cargo routing.
Meaning, as long as cost reductions do no affect potential revenue, considering the two together is
plausible.

In Song and Carter (2009) it is shown that route coordination reduces ECR costs far better
than the other studied strategies. The study compares the potential reduction of costs and ECR
movements during the years 2003-2007 from implementing three different approaches; (1) container
sharing with route-coordination; (2) container sharing without route-coordination; and (3) route-
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coordination without container sharing. There is also a fourth option which is seen as the current
situation. The results conclude that the first and the third option have the highest potential for
reducing ECR movements, 8.7%–16.8% and 8.1%–11.5%. The first option is deemed to not be
feasible to implement since all container fleets would have to be shared between each other (Song
and Carter, 2009), that type of container sharing is called container pools. The idea of a container
pool is to allocate better and increase the efficiency of containers, it has however been shown that
it leads to the complete opposite (De Brito and Konings, 2008). The second option, which is a
standard container sharing approach, only reduces ECR movements with 1.1%–5.3% and reduces
costs with 1.83%-7.40% (Song and Carter, 2009).

Smaller operators such as small shipping lines or non-vessel common carriers (NVOCC) should
incorporate container sharing since they do not operate worldwide making route coordination less
advantageous, while bigger carriers should first incorporate route coordination and use container
sharing to further reduce ECR costs and movements (Song and Carter, 2009). According to Song
and Carter (2009), the two reasons why route coordination performs better than container sharing
is; (1) a globalized network offers more chances to coordinate and reduce ECR over different routes;
and (2) routes with extensive trade imbalances show less potential in reducing ECR movements
through sharing containers since all carriers experience the same problem with surplus and deficit.
Hence, route-coordination within one company is likely to work better than the other strategies
analysed in the study, although Song and Carter (2009) mentions that container routing might not
be implementable due to the complex shipping network the big carriers are facing, and for the
smaller carriers their limited area and size of service prevents them to implement such a strategy.
The study made by Song and Carter (2009) does not only include transportation costs for empty
containers, but it is also assumed that the transportation of empty containers is reducing potential
revenue since if it would not be repositioned the slot could/would have been used by a laden
container. Another result in Song and Carter (2009) is that the increasing global fleet size and
increased ECR movements due to more severe trade imbalances leads to less potential reduction of
ECR costs and movements for both route coordination and container sharing.

According to the study made by Brouer et al. (2011) it is beneficial from a cost perspective
to consider ECR when planning laden container routing. The same conclusions is also drawn
in the study by Peng et al. (2019), where it is proven that it is more cost efficient to consider
laden container allocation together with ECR than to regarding laden container routing alone
in hinterland operations. The study made by Brouer et al. (2011) considers the cargo allocation
problem together with ECR and cargo rejection. As mentioned before, the implementation of cargo
rejection in the container industry as an accepted strategy is currently not plausible. Carriers
try to avoid cargo rejection since it jeopardizes future demands and their standing against their
competitors. Similar to the study made by Song and Carter (2009), the costs of ECR in Brouer
et al. (2011) also includes the reduction of potential revenue from laden container routing. The
study made by Peng et al. (2019) also takes into account cargo rejection when planning cargo
routing together with ECR.

In the previous parts of organizational solutions, almost all analysed literature assumes a cost
minimization approach while with cargo routing it seems as if revenue management, maximizing
profits, is more common. The cost reductions that are calculated in these studies differ from other
studies in organizational solutions and it is therefore difficult to compare the results with other
studies. The different focus in the studies can be correlated to the intent to increase revenue but also
that compared to other organizational solutions, the planning horizon for ECR and cargo routing
is closer. When the cargo routing is being planned the predicted demands of empty containers are
closer in time than when for instance fleet sizes are decided or when shipping routes are set. The
fact that cargo routing and ECR management can be planned within the same planning horizon
creates other preconditions than for other organizational solutions and can therefore enable studies
to focus on revenue.
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As with other organizational solutions, such as shipping routes, considering container routing
together with ECR could increase empty container management efficiency. Since shipping routes
decide how container routing can be performed within the network, it is plausible that if container
routing is handled efficiently it could, just as ship routing, also enable slow steaming. As mentioned
earlier, slow steaming could therefore lead to lower fuel consumption and subsequently lower
environmental impact from the shipping operations. However, as with ship routing, it is not clear if
actual ECR movements are or can be decreased. Due to the fact that ECR and container routing
considered together can increase ECR efficiency one can assume that transportation distances are
overall shorter. Since the shipping route network influences the manner containers are routed, with
hub-spoke system or multi-port callings, it also decides if containers can be shipped directly or
needs to be transshipped. Therefore the new mega ships could reduce the potential of higher ECR
efficiency and consequently also slow steaming.

Even though the potential of considering routing and ECR together to reduce costs and increase
revenue has been estimated in several studies, there are some concerns on how implementable
the strategy actually is. It seems as if most routing models are simplified through exclusion of at
least some parameters, Song and Dong (2015) have identified the following excluded parameters;
details of shipping service routes, vessel capacity, details of the transshipment, inventory of empty
containers and numerous service route options. In the study made by Peng et al. (2019) it is
assumed that the storage- and transportation capacity is infinite at depots. The exclusions and
simplifications of the routing problem creates uncertainties and therefore cost calculations and
planning opportunities from considering empty- and laden containers together might be different
in reality than in conducted studies. Another problem is considering cargo rejection as part of the
strategy. The best option from a revenue and cost perspective might be to reject cargo, but in
reality the carriers might choose another option. In an industry where customers are few, keeping
good relationships and providing containers to important customers might be more important than
getting immediate higher revenue (Zurheide and Fischer, 2012).

4.1.5 Revenue management

The selective pricing strategy focuses on increasing the profits for carriers to compensate for the
costs for ECR. According to Lee and Song (2017) selective pricing can decrease the imbalance
between supply and demand. The strategy encourages customers to book low-cost containers from
surplus locations and are discouraged to book costly containers from deficit locations. That can
have the following consequences; the customer looks for another offer from a competitor if the
price from the deficit location is too high, the customer accepts the offer for the containers at
deficit location or the customer chooses not to ship any/less goods from the deficit location. The
last possibility could potentially lead to less trade imbalance, but also the encouragement to book
containers at a surplus location could have some positive impact on trade imbalances.

Due to the trade imbalance it is not possible to find conventional high-values goods to fill the
empty containers at a surplus location, instead there are other possibilities for these containers.
The lower prices for shipping containers from a surplus location can encourage shippers to transport
low-value goods such as waste and recycling material. According to Chen et al. (2016) incorporating
waste transportation on routes with high imbalance would reduce some burdens of ECR costs.
Waste material is low-valued goods which in contrast to high-valued goods does not bring much
revenue potential for carriers (Chen et al., 2016). Nonetheless, it is proven in Chen et al. (2016)
that is, in almost all cases, better from a cost perspective to use low-valued goods to balance the
ECR rather than reposition empty containers. According to Chen et al. (2016) the more severe the
trade imbalance is on a route, the more promising it is to incorporate waste transportations. It
continues with stating that transporting waste is a well practised approach to reduce ECR costs,
although it is not well researched. Even though the literature regarding waste transportation as a
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mean to reduce ECR and trade imbalance is scarce, It is also stated in Lee and Song (2017) that
waste can reduce ECR, depending on the shipping route.

According to De Brito and Konings (2008), recycling waste has become more important during
the last decades, which is due to the 2004 revision of the European Commission of packaging and
packaging waste issued 1994. With that revision the targets for recycling packaging waste increased
with 100% which led to several countries needing to drastically increase their recycling flows to
reach the new goal of recycling 60% of the total packaging weight. De Brito and Konings (2008)
states that in for example the US the best option was to export sorted waste to other countries
who saw a value in recycling the waste, while in China paper was needed to a higher extent due to
the demand of packaging material. The US could therefore sell their paper waste to China and
transport it with, otherwise empty, containers on back-haul. According to De Brito and Konings
(2008) other raw materials that can be recycled face the same faith as paper; collected in one part
of the world, sometimes sorted somewhere else and then transported to a country in need of the
recycled material.

In the 1990s demand for scrap metal and other recyclable waste were comparably high in Asia,
compared to more current demand flows, which led to more balanced global trade flow with lower
percentages of containers being repositioned empty (Pérez-Rodríguez and Holguín-Veras, 2014).
The fluctuation of demand of waste and recycling material, and the current demand level being
lower than before, makes the transportation of waste and recycling material an uncertain strategy
to reduce ECR. High demand of waste materials leads to high potential in reducing ECR and even
increasing container utilization, while low demand threatens the transportation of these low-value
goods.

In Brouer et al. (2011) a study by Gorman (2001) is cited where revenue management is used
to reduce the costs of ECR. In that study, load rejection as part of pricing strategy enabled a cost
reduction from ECR by 61% resulting in a profit increase by 3,5%. According to Brouer et al.
(2011), rejecting load is usually not considered in studies regarding container shipping, since it is
not how the intermodal container industry works. The problem with cargo rejection is the penalty
costs it causes from not only losing revenue from the actual booking rejection but also from the
potential loss of future demand and customers (Peng et al., 2019). As previously mentioned, the
shipping lines compete through offering the lowest possible price to the customers. It is crucial
to keep customers satisfied and to meet their demands, which means they can not risk future
orders and customer relationships by rejecting cargo. It is also stated by Peng et al. (2019) that
cargo rejection most often damages the relationships between customers and carriers According to
Shintani et al. (2007) carriers do not prefer cargo rejection over other solutions in reality due to
the competition. It continues with stating that even when there is no spare ship capacity carriers
would most likely not reject the cargo and instead choose other solutions, for instance leasing
containers.

The revenue management strategy with slot booking shows how focusing on the economic
aspects can work as a hindrance to reduce physical burdens from container shipping. All solutions
that are cost efficient are not naturally the most resource efficient. The implementation of such a
strategy in the container shipping industry is further hindered by the high investments contra the
low cost saving potential from the relatively low slot prices12. Even though the revenue management
takes into account slot bookings and optimizes according to it, the approach will always choose
the most profitable solution (Zurheide and Fischer, 2012). Which, as mentioned before, might
not be the carriers preferred option. As a means of transportation, container shipping is slower
and cheaper than other transportation types such as air and rail. To gain the upper hand when it
comes to the market competition the shipping lines can offer lower prices than their competitors,

12The slot prices for container shipping is relatively low compared to slot prices in the airline industry.
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therefore implementing a strategy which attempts to increase prices seems contradictory.

Despite the numerous characteristics in the container liner shipping industry making revenue
management methods applicable, they would only work when the slot demand is higher than the
available slots (Zurheide and Fischer, 2012). As mentioned before, carriers are currently handling
the price competition through sizing up which results in overcapacity of both containers and
slots under normal demand levels, making revenue management unsuitable for the industry to
implement most of the year. During different peak-seasons like the coffee season in South America
(Zurheide and Fischer, 2012) or seasonal festivities like Christmas and Chinese New Year (Song and
Carter, 2009), the increased demand could however make revenue management methods beneficial
to implement. The question is only if the investment costs are higher than the expected revenue
during those seasonal demand increases.

In the study made by Meng et al. (2019) it is concluded that there have been only a few studies
made regarding revenue management and container shipping the last 50 years while for the the
airline industry there has been over 500 studies made. The fact that it has not been further analysed
if revenue management can be implemented in the shipping industry could also be the reason why
it has not been implemented. There are also many differences between container shopping and the
airline industry; most bookings are handled manually, container shipping mostly follows FCFS or
make decisions depending on how valued the customer is and evidently - there are no passenger
bookings (Meng et al., 2019). Although, according to Zurheide and Fischer (2012), the container
shipping industry fulfils the most important criteria of an industry where revenue management
can be successfully implemented. It shows that even though most revenue management strategies
might not currently be implementable in container shipping, it might be in the future.

4.2 Intra-channel Solutions
Strategies belonging to the Intra-channel solutions focuses on regional ECR and show many
similarities with another. They all depend on the matching potential of demand and supply and
they also require not only information sharing but also rules and legislation. In contrast with
organizational solutions, the intra-channel solutions require different actors within the container
shipping industry to work together to reduce costs and burdens from ECR. Another difference to
organizational solutions is that intra-channel solutions mainly focus on reducing ECR transportation
costs and therefore the strategies in this level seeks achievable methods to reduce ECR movements.
Due to the regional focus and implementations the strategies show some difficulties in reducing
ECR movements at a global level, additionally the lacking legislation and information sharing
seems to hinder the overall implementation of the strategies.

In Figure 9 the results from analysing the different strategies within intra-channel solutions can
be seen. According to the results, both studied intra-channel solutions reduces costs and for that
reason they are implementable strategies. Although since they do not lead to a certain reduction
of global ECR movements they are not feasible strategies to reduce maritime ECR movements.
The strategies belonging to this category are further explained in the subsections below.
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Figure 9: SWOT analysis from literature study and reflections of the ECR strategies belonging
to Intra-channel Solutions.

4.2.1 Empty reuse

Street turns enables a reduction not only of ECR but also of the handling- and transportation
distances for containers which leads to many local environmental positive outcomes, such as
reductions of noise-, traffic- and harmful emission (Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018), citepjula2006port.
A successful implementation of street turns could eliminate one leg of the transportation chain
completely since the container is moved directly between importer and exporter. However, it
is, according to Kuzmicz and Pesch (2018), challenging to implement street turns since many
requirements need to be fulfilled to match supply and demand on a regional level at a specific time.
It is also difficult to predict and plan potential street turns, since it requires that the scheduled
arrivals and departures are on time. Furthermore, Kuzmicz and Pesch (2018) also states that
issues regarding responsibility and liability of container damages, such as for instance insurance
coverages, causes problems to implement the strategy.

The reduced traffic of empty containers at terminals enabled through street turns leads to less
terminal congestion (Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018). Besides from reduced congestion at ports and the
positive impacts that leads to, Braekers et al. (2011) also mentions that it is expected to lead to
less paperwork to handle and potential reduction of waiting times which could enable increased
container utilization. The substantial problem of matching demand and supply timely together with
issues regarding repair costs-, inspections-, paperwork- and- liability, hinders street turns to become
a common practice (Braekers et al., 2011). One attempt to tackle the matching problem for street
turns is to implement it together with an online platform. According to Kuzmicz and Pesch (2018)
online platforms make it possible to keep the information updated and relevant. However, the
matching is still challenging since it has to match on each level; specific time, location, equipment,
destination, and customer-specific requests such as load specifications (Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018).
Implementing street turns enables a reduction of transportation distances and handling but it
tackles the problem of ECR on a regional and local level, and it is therefore not a potential strategy
to reduce ECR on a global level, rather part of a potential solution to reduce local burdens of ECR.

Depot direct also enables less congestion at the port terminals (Braekers et al., 2011) which,
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as mentioned before, leads to several positive outcomes. Inland depots creates higher storing
costs although, according to Braekers et al. (2011), those costs would presumably be compensated
through the cost savings from decreased port operations and increasing storage costs at ports.
According to Jula et al. (2006) street turns show higher potential than depot-direct to reduce
burdens and transportation distances related to ECR. If time is the critical component depot direct
is the better approach since it enables shorter waiting times, but if costs and/or port congestion
is/are the critical component(s) street turns is the preferred option (Jula et al., 2006). Although
these strategies show promising results on reducing burdens from ECR, benefits from street turns
and direct-depot are not usually less ECR in maritime shipping but less empty truck trips or higher
utilization of the container (Song and Dong, 2015). Another reason why container utilization could
increase from depot direct is the potential increase in lifetime expectancy. According to Obrecht
and Knez (2017) when a container is stored at ports the container is exposed to salt and increased
risk of corrosion which decreases the lifetime expectancy, therefore when a container is stored
further away from the port a container could have a longer lifespan.

The study made by Jula et al. (2006), analyzes the potential of using street turns and depot
direct in the ports of (LA) and (LB) to reduce costs and congestion in the future. It reveals that
these two methods could have a significant impact on the local economy through the reduction
of port costs and congestion, it also concludes that it enables substantial local environmental
benefits from less transportation and handling (Jula et al., 2006). Coordinating the supply and
demand of empty containers on a regional level could decrease the ECR in between importers,
exporters and ports on a local and regional level. According to Jula et al. (2006) the potential
reduction of empty container movements to ports and depots from implementing street-turns and
direct-depot strategies in the LA and LB region could be as high as 50%. Although in another
study the potential cost saving from implementing street turns was estimated to 2% (Furió et al.,
2013). The estimation made by Furió et al. (2013) concerns implementation of street turns in the
port of Valencia and associated hinterlands where yearly empty truck transportations in 2009 was
estimated to over 100 million km.

Global differences could play a role in how successful street turns and/or depot direct can be
implemented which can also explain some of the difference in the results presented above regarding
implementation of street turns in LA/LB region and in the Valencia region. It could also be a
result from the different focuses in the studies since one analyses the impact street turns and depot
direct can have on ECR movement while the other looks into the potential of implementing street
turns to reduce ECR costs. Nevertheless, both studies show that intra-channel solutions can reduce
ECR movements inland. Street turns and empty reuse could potentially reduce maritime ECR if
the regional or interregional repositioning was performed through short sea operations. According
to Song and Carter (2009) short sea operations or intra-regional operations are usually performed
by small shipping lines. Due to smaller shipping lines having less containers to match demand and
supply with, it might not be possible to enable street turns or empty reuse so that maritime ECR
movements are decreased.

As mentioned in the background chapter, most studies use the term empty reuse to describe the
street turns and sometimes also depot direct. However, other studies like the one made by Li et al.
(2014) uses the terminology to describe all unused resources of empty containers being stored and
the potential of reusing these containers as an alternative to leasing or buying new containers. The
approach presented in Li et al. (2014) is also an example of Intra-channel solutions, but with the
focus of increasing container productivity. The study examines the benefits of relocating unused
empty containers mixed with laden containers in between different regional ports. Also Braekers
et al. (2011) mentions empty reuse as a strategy that differentiates with street turns and other
intra-channel solutions since it requires substantial information sharing, in Li et al. (2014) the
extensive need for collaboration and information sharing to successfully incorporate empty reuse
and other green supply chain approaches is also addressed.
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The study made by Li et al. (2014) shows that coordinating ECR management enables a
possibility to increase container productivity and reduce future demands of new containers and
perhaps even decrease fleet sizes. The approach displays potentials in reducing environmental
burdens from empty containers using ECR as part of the solution, the potential reduction of ECR
it offers is harder to estimate since it could enable more local and regional ECR which could
therefore reduce some global ECR. It is however not very likely since it does not reduce global
trade imbalances, it could perhaps reduce some unnecessary and/or inefficient global ECR due to
better implementing regional containers. Nonetheless, container utilization will increase from this
strategy and, in contrast with the other intra-regional channel solutions, regional ECR movements
will also increase. Empty reuse as Li et al. (2014) explains it, could be even more interesting if
the prices of storing containers at ports and depots would increase. According to Pérez-Rodríguez
and Holguín-Veras (2014) a storage tax could change the number of containers being stored empty.
Increasing taxes for storage could enforce carriers to reposition more empty containers, although
the taxes would have to be set higher than what the industry and other companies would ever
agree on (Pérez-Rodríguez and Holguín-Veras, 2014).

4.2.2 Container substitution

Container substitution opens up possibilities of reducing ECR movements through offering equip-
ment sizes and types that are locally or regionally available. It is a strategy that can be implemented
into the current praxis of container shipping by both carriers and leasing companies. Container
substitution is in most literature studies not considered alone but instead a part of other strategies.
Combined with street turns and direct strategies from depots, container substitution could decrease
ECR and also shorten ECR travel distance and handling (Braekers et al., 2011). In the study
made by Kuzmicz and Pesch (2018) container substitution is used as an attempt to increase
the likelihood of matching customer demands in a container routing model. However, according
toBraekers et al. (2011), the undefined terms and rules of container substitution keeps it from
becoming implemented as a well-used method, even though container substitution reduces ECR
transportation costs (Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018).

Another drawback with container substitution is the difficulties matching available empty
containers with timely customer demands. According to Chang et al. (2008) it is challenging to
match containers for substitution even though there are many possibilities, however for special
equipment is even more complex than for regular dry containers (Chao and Chen, 2015). In the
study by Chang et al. (2008) container substitution was implemented on a regional level, in which
it was proven that container substitution can reduce ECR costs. It is also stated in Braekers
et al. (2011) that container substitution is a strategy to reduce ECR cost on a regional level. In
comparison with global repositioning, studies regarding regional ECR focuses on reducing the
ECR transportation distances and for that reason is container substitution seen as a promising
ECR strategy (Braekers et al., 2011). Container substitution reduces ECR costs and movements
on land but its potential on the maritime ECR movements seems not to be analysed. It can be
assumed that it shows little promise to reduce global ECR movements due to the complexity of
matching and the unimplemented legal terms and rules. However, since the focus on the reduction
of global ECR costs is not primarily the transportation costs, rather handling costs13 it can also be
a result of the focus on the problem. In contrast with the other intra-channel solutions, container
substitution tackles trade imbalances in terms of equipment type demand contra supply and could
therefore reduce ECR movements. Another important issue with using container substitution to
reduce global repositioning is the lack of cooperation and information sharing. As with empty
reuse, street turns and depot direct, container substitution is only implementable if reliable and
updated data is being shared.

13Which has been explained in the previous sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
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Similar to empty reuse, there is a chance container substitution could increase container
utilization of locally available containers and therefore also decrease the container fleet sizes.
Through container substitution, containers that would have otherwise been stored longer or been
repositioned empty are instead directly loaded with cargo and shipped/transported as laden
containers. According to Chao and Chen (2015), special container types further complicate the
possibilities of container substitution. Even though the average shipping container is a dry 40
foot container, there are many more types being part of the global shipping fleet. These special
containers are more expensive, they bring more revenue to the carriers when they are booked than
the regular container types and they can not easily be substituted for another container (Chao and
Chen, 2015). As a result, substitution is not plausible in the same manner for all containers. It is
however implementable for dry containers, representing the majority of the global container fleet
Chao and Chen (2015), which more easily can be substituted due to less specific requests and/or
needs. Carriers also prioritize repositioning special containers faster than dry containers due to the
high revenue potential they hold (Chao and Chen, 2015) which also makes substituting special
containers even more challenging.

4.3 Inter-channel Solutions
Inter-channel solutions differ from organizational solutions and instead have many similarities to
the intra-channel solutions since the success of inter-channel solutions depends on the matching
potential and information sharing. Alliances and corporations within the container shipping
industry are a result of the harsh competition between carriers and are an attempt to reduce costs
(Imai and Rivera IV, 2001). The problem with horizontal coordination to reduce ECR is that
it would need to involve carriers who are in direct competition with another over customers to
share information and work together. Reluctance to share data is addressed in many studies and
is therefore seen as one of the biggest obstacles for implementing horizontal cooperation in the
shipping industry.

In inter-channel solutions only one strategy has been analysed which can be seen in Figure
10. The results indicates that the strategy belonging to inter-channel solutions, namely container
sharing, reduces costs and global ECR movements. The difficulties with implementation and other
positive aspect of the strategy is further explained below.
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Figure 10: SWOT analysis from literature study and reflections of the ECR strategies belonging
to Inter-channel Solutions.

4.3.1 Container sharing

Carriers unwillingness to share information has been presented as the main reason for why container
sharing has not yet been successfully implemented (Braekers et al., 2011; Theofanis and Boile, 2009).
Other reasons for the carriers to be reluctant to implement container sharing is their unwillingness
to promote shared local resources and exchange information (Theofanis and Boile (2009) and
Psaraftis (2016)). All these issues are closely related and stems from the fact that carriers do not
want to jeopardize their own competitiveness and give advantages to their competitors. Although
according to Imai and Rivera IV (2001), the shipping industry is a perfect example for an industry
where it is perceived that profits can only be increased by improving efficiency and reducing costs.
Imai and Rivera IV (2001) continues with explaining that collaborations and alliances between
competitors in the industry were formed for the reason to decrease costs. That indicates that the
reluctance from the carriers could be overcome, if the cost savings are substantial enough.

There have been some studies actually looking into the cost savings that are possible for
container sharing. The study made by Song and Carter (2009), which is already addressed in
section 4.1.4, both evaluated the cost savings and the potential reduction of ECR movements. As
already presented in section4.1.4, neither the cost savings nor the reduction of ECR movements
are considerably high for container sharing. Although, since ECR consists of 15% of the total
management costs for containers (Lee and Song, 2017) so a reduction of approximately 4.5% would
lead to vast cost savings. As mentioned in section 4.1.4, since container sharing might be a better
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implementation for smaller operators it might not be prioritised by the big carriers.
There have been two studies evaluating the potential matching rate for global container sharing

in the sense of how xChange works. They have resulted in two different results. One study is a
published scientific article which differs from others in this field of study. It takes into account
quantitative data for almost 50% of the total global container fleet of 2012 (Jahn and Schlingmeier,
2014). The other one is an article published on a research company’s own website and combines
their own data with an analysis (Sanders et al., 2015). Other studies have presented a theoretical
potential of how container sharing could decrease empty repositioning or a mathematical derived
potential for such decrease. The result from the quantitative study shows the potential to reduce
ECR using a container sharing platform, for some regions with approximately 13% and others
with about 2% (Jahn and Schlingmeier, 2014). The averaged result from the study can be found in
Table 4.

Region Match
Europe North 13%
North America 13%
North East Asia 2%
Middle East & ISC 7,5%
South East Asia 5%
Europe Med 7%
Latin America East 6%
Latin America West 5%
Central America & Caribbean 8%
Global 5%

Table 1: Match per region (Jahn and Schlingmeier, 2014)

The matching took into account the following for each container; (1) it had to be containers
from different companies; (2) it had to be containers of the same size and type; (3) it had to be
containers at the same location; and (4) it had to be the same month for export and import. When
these four requirements were fulfilled it resulted in a potential match. For the other study, the
global potential was approximated to 30% decrease if matching the demands would be possible
(Sanders et al., 2015). However the approach for estimating the potential for a match was less
realistic and more optimistic. It did not take into account more factors than demand and supply
at each specific location (Sanders et al., 2015). Nonetheless, the potential savings from ECR are
significant even if the matching potential would be the lower matching potential of 5-10%.

Stakeholders in the industry, especially carriers, might not prioritize horizontal cooperation
such as container sharing since it is not the most cost-beneficial optimization measure they can
focus on (Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018). There is also a risk for smaller companies to either be left out
or to fall behind when implementing horizontal cooperation. This is due to uneven power relations
and also the need to invest in infrastructure or communication which can be too expensive for
small and medium-size businesses (Cruijssen et al., 2007). Although, it is also the small sized
container fleets that have the most to gain with container sharing. Small sized container fleets
experience the highest costs from ECR and could also suffer harder if they are unable to provide
containers and therefore lose customers (Braekers et al., 2011). The reason why they could lose
customers is due to not being able to provide a customer with containers at a certain location in a
given time. For a company with a bigger container fleet that risk is lower, since they have a bigger
fleet to allocate and if they lose one customer it is most likely not as big a loss.

Another positive aspect with container sharing is that in contrast to other measures to reduce
ECR the container sharing approach benefits from uncertainties. More uncertainties enables the
possibility for an optimization solution which is preferably implemented late in the process - such
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as container sharing (Song and Carter, 2009). Song and Carter (2009) continues with explaining
that even though demand uncertainty will always exist in some extent it will get reduced from
technological advances in communication and increased exchange of data. That could have a good
impact on ECR levels overall since it enables carriers to avoid ECR. However, it could also make
container sharing a less preferable solution compared to other ECR reduction approaches.

4.4 Technological Solutions
Compared to other strategies to reduce costs and burdens caused by ECR, foldable and lightweight
containers have been analysed with not only cost and/or revenue focus but also with focus on
environmental benefits. Another important difference to most other analysed strategies is that
both foldable- and lightweight containers have not yet been successfully implemented which has
been explained is due to reluctance, high investment- and-, handling costs and durability issues.
The last presented strategy in this section, namely online platforms is mostly an implementation
method for other strategies but it also enables information visibility and less paperwork which can
easen the way for other strategies to be implemented. In Figure 11 more positive and negative
aspects of the three different strategies can be found which are, like previous categorise, explained
in the subsections below.

Figure 11: SWOT analysis from literature study and reflections of the ECR strategies belonging
to Technological Solutions.

4.4.1 Foldable containers

During the last few years, several studies have been published which look into the possibilities of
foldable containers decreasing costs for ECR, such as (Goh, 2019; Moon et al., 2013; Moon and
Hong, 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018). From the studies it’s evident that cost is the
biggest concern for implementing foldable containers. Leasing costs for foldable containers are
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too high and the sensitivity for the folding and unfolding rates comes from the high leasing rates.
Wang et al. (2017) states that encouraging foldable containers through decreased leasing rates
would push down folding and unfolding prices, since the handling will be more optimized as well,
and until those prices are reduced, it is not beneficial with foldable containers. The hindrance
caused by the price difference is also addressed in Kuzmicz and Pesch (2018) where it is stated that
if the purchase price for foldable containers would decrease to 50% higher than a regular container,
it would be cost beneficial to implement foldable containers. Although, according to Shintani
et al. (2007) foldable containers between seaport and surrounding hinterland can reduce costs
significantly, especially for inland depots far away from the seaport where trade is either export
heavy or import heavy. In De Brito and Konings (2008) increased standard container prices is
presented as an opportunity for foldable containers to be implemented, also showing the importance
of reducing the cost differences between the two container types to enable better preconditions for
investments in foldable containers.

Similarly, Moon and Hong (2016) shows that the costs for foldable containers when it comes to
leasing and handling decreases depending on the availability of these containers. It concludes that
investing in foldable containers is profitable and that those containers can successfully be used for
lowering costs from ECR. (Moon and Hong, 2016). In Moon and Hong (2016) it is concluded that
the costs for foldable containers are already lower than for standard containers for some routes and
the cost for purchasing, leasing and handling foldable containers will naturally decrease. This is
due to several reasons such as increased oil prices, available forecasting of foldable containers, fixed
prices and lower handling prices for foldable containers.

When looking at the possible savings in GHG-emissions and carbon emissions from foldable
containers it’s evident that there are some potential savings to take into account. For one 40 foot
container 0.4 tonnes carbon can be avoided each year from using foldable containers primarily
for trucking (Goh, 2019). However, according to the study the savings in carbon are too low to
be considered feasible. It’s instead concluded that before a foldable container has the same tare
weight as a standard container, the savings in carbon avoidance are merely too low (Goh, 2019).
That might be true when considering the investment of implementing those containers. Both when
it comes to new operations, managing added complexity, implementing new management and
reparations and more. It is also mentioned, briefly, that due to the added tare weight compared to
standard containers, a foldable container is not suitable for decreasing ECR in maritime shipping
(Goh, 2019). It might even cause higher emissions due to the higher tare weight, which contradicts
previously presented studies regarding fuel consumption and loaded weight presented already in
the background section 2.3.

However, another aspect to consider with foldable containers is the fact that they can enable
repositioning of empty containers even though there’s little space left after laden containers have
been loaded. This can be important for routes where the cargo is very light, leading to the vessel
meeting its full capacity but still needing to take in vast amounts of ballast water to stabilize for
the deep water journey. The extra folded containers will in that case reduce the need for ballast
water. Using foldable containers in such a manner opens up possibilities for better optimization to
meet demand at different locations. Another positive aspect with foldable containers is that they
reduce storage space with up to 75%, and also reduce container crane lifting during off-loading and
on-loading (Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2018). According to Kuzmicz and Pesch (2018) introducing a new
container type with unique handling and operations requires completely new operational practices,
new expertise knowledge and managing solutions. Besides from the fear that foldable containers
would be less robust and durable - the high investments and need for new infrastructure is the
other main reason for the prominent reluctance towards foldable containers. The actors hold vast
investments and inventory in the current container shipping system, to change to a completely new
system is therefore not a beneficial option.
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4.4.2 Lightweight containers

According to Buchanan et al. (2018) the energy consumption for an intermodal container in
the use phase stands for 95% of the total energy consumption which makes the potential for
lightweight containers considerable since reducing the weight can reduce overall energy consumption.
Lightweight containers are also a good approach for decreasing the environmental burdens in
the production stage since upto 67% of the total GHG emissions for a container comes from
material supply (Obrecht and Knez, 2017). The decrease of costs and the environmental benefits
of lightweight containers can be shown but the question of durability is addressed as well, there
are some uncertainties when it comes to that aspect (Buchanan et al., 2018).

According to Yildiz (2019), the potential lightweight containers can have in the shipping industry
is until now relatively unexplored. There have already been some studies and implementations of
lightweight air cargo containers, but the overall impact lightweight strategy can have is not much
explored. It was already stated in Konings (2005) that lighter containers could be implemented to
decrease burdens caused by ECR. According to Obrecht and Knez (2017) lightweight containers
do not only reduce burdens related to transporting empty containers, but also reduces resource
and energy usage at the production stage. Empty transportation and production stand for the
biggest environmental burdens a container is responsible for during its lifetime (Obrecht and Knez,
2017). The results in Obrecht and Knez (2017) favors lightweight designs over exchanging steel
to other materials, such as aluminium, due to the environmental impact of the studied materials
and the recycling potential. It also illustrates that these design alterations of the container walls
do not decrease robustness and durability of the containers, instead it increased with the new
design. Obrecht and Knez (2017) also shows that lightweight containers enable cost reductions in
production and transportation through using less resources and decreasing fuel consumption. As
mentioned in the previous section, an issue with foldable containers is the fear among the actors of
the foldable container’s durability and robustness due to the unprecedented design. Lightweight
containers produced in other materials or with very different designs could also face scepticism
from the industry actors, which is one issue previously mentioned in the study made by Buchanan
et al. (2018). Innovating steel wall designs of containers is already an implemented strategy to
reduce resource consumption and the currently most common container type uses a innovative
wall design with less steel weight (Obrecht and Knez, 2017). Although, one could argue that there
is even more potential in reducing container weights from more innovative designs and material
usage and for that reason is innovating wall designs not a lightweight container.

An issue not discussed in studied literature is the correlation between less raw material
consumption to produce containers and the price of new built containers. As illustrated in Figure
3 new built container prices and ECR is strongly correlated. Proof of that correlation can be seen
in 2005 when the steel prices increased leading to new built containers becoming too expensive for
carriers to buy as an attempt to deal with the empty container deficit (Takano and Arai, 2011).
Implementation of lightweight containers would most likely lead to decreased container prices due
to the lower manufacturing costs and therefore an increase of empty stored containers at depots.
The need for ECR would then presumably decrease while the global container fleet would, as
a result, rapidly increase. For that reason, lightweight containers could lead to a reduction of
ECR movements but at the cost of increased storing of empty containers and decreases container
utilization.

Other possibilities from introducing lightweight containers that have not been discussed in
analysed literature are; (1) they can reposition back empty containers even though the maximum
load weight is almost achieved from only loading the laden containers; and (2) they open up the
possibility for shipping more containers on routes with weight restriction.
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4.4.3 Online platforms

Parker et al. (2016) explains how a platform should be developed, maintained and function so
that it can be successful. It also describes strategies to create a user base of both suppliers and
consumers in the initial state when a platform is launched. In container shipping an online platform
can be used as a means to create information visibility on a vertical or horizontal level, it can
also be implemented together with other strategies such as container sharing. Due to the size
and complexity of the container shipping industry, matching demand and supply of equipment is
challenging and therefore requires vast numbers of options. A successful platform for container
sharing therefore needs a two-sided market where their users can match supply and demand.

Another criteria for having a successful platform is to supply the participants with guidance and
rules to follow, according to Parker et al. (2016) it makes it less possible for market failure to occur.
Security is a big topic in the container shipping industry where both the equipment and goods need
to be handled and cared for in accordance with agreed terms. A platform can ease the handling of
documents but due to the current standard of documentation in the industry, it can also prove
to be challenging. According to Lee and Song (2017) legal documents for handling are in the
intermodal container industry, in comparison with the air cargo industry, not electronic. Instead
the task of for instance clearing containers at depots and ports involves approving and signing
several documents in paper. The question is perhaps not if these documents will become electronic
in the future, rather when it will become industry standard. It can therefore be a hindrance today
to successfully implement online platforms for the container industry where electronic documents
are needed but in the future, it will rather be an opportunity of how said documents and platforms
can enable better visibility and efficiency.

Online platforms can not be seen as a strategy itself to reduce ECR, instead it can be seen as
a tool to implement other strategies and also to create information visibility. With information
visibility through online platforms more up-to-date container tracking can be achieved which is
important to make informed decisions regarding the container fleet.
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5 Life Cycle Assessment of average maritime container trip
A LCA has been conducted for the operational phase of one container while being shipped on a
ocean container carrier. The methodology and results for the LCA are presented accordingly in
this chapter with detailed calculation and data in attached Appendix sections.

5.1 Goal and Scope Definition
The goal of the LCA is to fulfil the second research objective which is to determine the environmental
benefits that can be achieved by reducing ECR in container shipping. To achieve this, the LCA
has identified and evaluated environmental impacts from the energy consumption during the
container’s operational phase. Results from the LCA is intended for xChange and also companies
within the industry. It aims to inspire and give guidance to companies within the industry of how
environmental impacts from their shipping operations can be determined and also how changes in
their operations can affect their environmental impact. It is therefore intended to be used as a
basis for decision making and strategic planning.

5.1.1 Functional Unit

The analysis is conducted for the same container but with different use cases. Even though different
use cases are being analysed one can still assume that the container will travel the same global
trade lanes. This assumption can be made since supply and demand for goods will stay unchanged
even though the containers are used differently14. To achieve an analysis of the use phase of an
average container the analysis focuses on a standard container transported an average global trade
lane. Therefore, a standard dry TEU container is being used in the analysis with average volume
of 10 tonnes weight.

The functional unit for this study has been set to one average global container ship trade lane
for one dry TEU container. Environmental impacts from that container has been evaluated for the
current level of ECR and also for four potential reductions of the base-line case. The base-line case
has been established earlier as 25% ECR or ET. The four reductions from the base-line case that
are being analysed are presented in chapter 5.2.

5.1.2 System Boundaries

The boundaries of the system have been set in accordance with the system boundaries for the ETW
tool. It only includes the operational phase of the system, where the Well-to-Wheels influences are
being accounted for. In Figure 12 the considered system and its processes can be found together
with what is excluded from the system. As Figure 12 shows, the LCA does not take into account
the entire life cycle nor all processes involved in the use phase.

14For background information regarding the reason for changes in supply and demand of containers, check chapter
2.1 and for uncertainties of supply and demand in the future, chapter 4.5
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Figure 12: Simplified flowchart of system boundaries adopted from ETW Methodoology (Knörr
et al., 2018).

From Figure 12, Well-to-Tank (WTT) refers to the energy production and all other steps needed
before the ship receives the fuel needed for transportation. WTT therefore includes; production of
primary fuel, transportation of primary fuel, production of road fuel, distribution of road fuel and
fuelling the vehicle (European Commission, 2016). Tank-to-Wheels (TTW) corresponds to the
operational consumption and includes the burning of fuel in the vehicle (European Commission,
2016). Consequently, these system boundaries which are adapted from the ETW tool takes into
account the environmental impacts from operation of vehicles and also the production of fuel and
energy. According to Knörr et al. (2018) the system boundaries therefore excludes;

• Vehicle: production and management.

• Transport infrastructure: construction and maintenance.

• Buildings, stations and more: resource consumption.

The geographical boundaries were set to include the global trade lanes. Since the aim of the
study is to show the environmental impacts from an average container trip it was first calculated
how many trips on average a container does during its lifetime which can be found in Appendix B.
The number of trips divided over the different trade lanes can be seen in Table 2. The ocean routing
implemented in the ETW tool takes the shortest difference between two ports while considering
weather and ocean conditions (Knörr et al., 2018). That is achieved through connecting sea nodes
placed close to land and islands which enabled a network routing network to form (Knörr et al.,
2018).
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Trade lane Million TEU’s Percentage Trips Input trips
Intra Asia 70,09 50% 25,00 25

Asia - North America 19,48 14% 6,949 7
North America - Asia 7,490 5% 2,671 3
Asia - North Europe 9,924 7% 3,540 3
Asia - Mediterranean 5,504 4% 1,963 2
North Europe - Asia 5,139 4% 1,833 2
Mediterranean - Asia 2,409 2% 0,8592 1
Asia - Middle East 3,3400 2% 1,191 1
Middle East - Asia 1,400 1% 0,4993 0

North Europe - North America 3,284 2% 1,171 1
North America - North Europe 2,120 2% 0,7561 1

Intra Europe 10,00 7% 3,567 4
Totalt 140,2 100% 50 50

Table 2: Trip distribution over each major global trade lane for 50 containers15.

5.1.3 Allocation procedures

ETW uses an allocation method according to the European standard, namely weight and distance
combined. For containers the allocation unit is TEU kilometers, which is a conversion from the
other transportation means of tonne kilometers (Knörr et al., 2018). The tool declares energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions for Well-to-Wheels which is a requirement from the
European standard but it also calculates other emissions such as air pollution. When shipping a
container, the whole round-trip of for the vehicle is considered together with load factor (LF) and
share of empty trips (ET)16 (Knörr et al., 2018). The allocation used in ETW takes into account
the influence the share of ET has on energy consumption and emissions. It is an allocation rule,
when using the tool, that the empty return is being considered by the user and not only the head
haul (Knörr et al., 2018). For more information about the allocation procedures used in the ETW
tool download the "Ecological transport information tool for worldwide transports" Knörr et al.
(2018), available at https://www.ecotransit.org/.

5.1.4 Life Cycle Inventory modelling framework

An ALCA approach has been deemed better suited for the preconditions in the ETW methodology
and also since the goal of the study is defined through using a constant functional unit. The aim of
the LCA is also not to investigate changes in processes neither in production nor in the use phase,
which would have corresponded better with a CLCA. In Chapter 2.6.1 there is a short explanation
of how the two different approaches differentiates.

The LCI step has included collection of data, selection of reduction cases to analyse, modelling of
container movements, extraction and conversion of data and calculation of environmental impacts.
Since only the use phase was analysed and, since the processes included in this phase were already
decided through the choice of modelling tool - the data needed to be collected had sorely to do
with from where to where the container was being moved. The routes can be found in Appendix C,
the calculation of studied reduction cases can be found in Appendix B and how the modelling was
conducted can be seen in Appendix A.

15The 50 containers represents shipments for one container during its’ whole life cycle. Considering that it is
operational for 10 years and each year it is spends less than 50% of its’ time in ocean transit. Calculations for this
can be found in Appendix B

16Increased LF has been identified as an important target to reach higher efficiency (Santén and Rogerson, 2018).
Capacity utilisation (CU) in container shipping depends on the LF and ET(Knörr et al., 2018). In previous studies
the focus to increase LF has been prioritized over decreasing ET.
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5.1.5 Data Quality

Thus, the objective of the study is to represent an average container transported on an average
global trade lane - the collected data used in this study represents the global average rather than
case specific data. The pre-set conditions within the calculations in the ETW tool is also based
on more average data instead of specific data. However, it is possible for the user to do some
alterations to these and specify some preconditions depending on which global trade lane is being
used and how many containers can be assumed is being transported on the same vessel. There
are for instance different types of vessels to chose from which corresponds to the common vessels
of different global trade lanes, these can be found in the "Ecological transport information tool
for worldwide transports" Knörr et al. (2018). Appendix A shows how the user can change the
preconditions in the ETW tool and also how the user inputs data.

5.1.6 Life Cycle Impact Assessment Method

Due to the objective of this study, to inform and inspire other companies within the shipping
industry to investigate the environmental impact they cause, the impact categories that have been
chosen corresponds to the impact categories the ETW tool calculates. Through this, companies
using the ETW tool can use this study as a foundation for their own analysis and transparently
see how their results corresponds to this study.

5.1.7 Sensitivity analysis

In this study a sensitivity analysis has been conducted to asses the potential significance of the
results. Since the shipping industry is a large-scale industry, the significance of decreasing ECR
is of importance. Explicitly, it was estimated for the whole container shipping industry through
computing the resulting difference in environmental impact with the number of containers being
shipped globally.

5.1.8 Assumptions and Limitations

The cut-off’s for this LCA study is the same as for the used webtool ETW and therefore excludes the
container itself everything else concerning construction of both vehicles/vessels and infrastructure.
Therefore, at the beginning of the study no other cut-off criteria was set. All the cut-off’s used
in ETW can be found in "Ecological transport information tool for worldwide transports" Knörr
et al. (2018), and in the approach for Ecoinvent version 3.2 (Knörr et al., 2018). It is assumed that
only ECR could be reduced and not that any change of the containers utilization factor would
be possible. Thus, the container will not make more than 50 laden trips during its life time even
though it is transported back empty less times. The set load factor with the exclusion of empty
trips was set to 0,70 which corresponds to the assumption made in the ETW tool. Assumptions
made by the researchers and developers of the ETW tool are inherited in this study which can
be further investigated in "Ecological transport information tool for worldwide transports" Knörr
et al. (2018).

5.2 Life Cycle Inventory
In this chapter the methodology to collect data and perform inputs in the chosen modelling tool
is being described. Therefore, the method behind the tool itself is not being described but it’s
described in detail in "Ecological transport information tool for worldwide transports" Knörr et al.
(2018). The five different cases of ECR ratio have the same inventory; they are all shipped on the
same routes with the same conditions. The only difference is the capacity utilization (CU) factor
which depends on the ET value. The default CU factor in ETW for containers has been set to 70%
and takes into account net load and empty container returns (Knörr et al., 2018). The utilization
factor in the ETW methodology is defined through Knörr et al. (2018, p.27);
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CU = LF/(1 + ET ) [%]

The base-line case has a ET ratio of 25% while the other four investigated cases are a reduction
from this base-line case, namely; 5%, 7,5%, 10% and 30% reduction. The calculations and the
resulting CU values can be find in Appendix B. These reductions gives the following ET values;

• ET0: 0,25

• ET1: 0,2375

• ET2: 0,23125

• ET3: 0,225

• ET4: 0,175

The LF is defined through the maximum mass in tonnes and the maximum payload capacity
expressed as number of TEU containers (Knörr et al., 2018). ET expresses the ratio between
distance loaded and distance empty for the containers during ocean transit (Knörr et al., 2018).
Thus, ET and ECR describes the same phenomena; containers being moved empty. In the ETW
tool the CU has a default value of 70% for container shipments with the option to manually change
it in the extended version (Knörr et al., 2018). The value of CU corresponds well to both the
average LF and ET values. LF has been pendling between 85-90% during the last years (The
Journal of Commerce online, 2015, Huang, 2011). while ET has been estimated to around 25%
(Huang, 2011, Sainz Bernat et al., 2016). Giving the average LF and ET presented above the
average CU can be calculated to 70% which corresponds well to the default value in the ETW
tool. The current level of ECR therefore gives a CU value of 70%.

An ET value of 25%, means that a forth of all containers are repositioned empty on a vessel,
from the formula presented above the LF is 0,875 when the ET value is set to 25%. The LF value
for the ET0 corresponds well to the average LF the last years, which is mentioned above.

The LCA was formulated for one standard TEU container in the use phase. The analysis
corresponds to the Well-To-Wheels approach, where the environmental burdens in the operational
phase are considered. As mentioned in previous sections to conduct the LCA the online calculation
model ETW was used. The number of days per year that one container could be shipped with crago
was decided from the previous mentioned literature review, the calculations for that can be found
in Appendix B. The routes were chosen through combining tracking data of approximately 50 000
containers port to port movements provided by xChange, with data of the 50 biggest ports and
the throughput on major trade lanes. Together they resulted in different port-to-port shipments
that were used in the LCA.

A total of 50 trips were selected to represent the total maritime transport of an average container
during its lifetime. To decide the inputs for the ETW calculation tool the number of containers for
each trading route was decided through a linearisation between distance and days for ocean transit.
The calculation can be found in Appendix B followed by the empty container repositioning factor.
The ECR factor was decided through the previous literature review and calculated using the ETW
method. As mentioned before, the ETW Calculation tool was run for the decided 50 trips twice,
giving 100 CSV-files. To export the values from these files a coding program was created using
Python. The 50 trips can be found in Appendix C. In Appendix D the code for retrieving the data
from these files can be found. Through standardized formulas in Excel, the data was redefined to
represent one average ocean transit trip for one average container.
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Next step was to decide the impact categories that would be considered in the study. The
impact categories were chosen because they affect on a global and/or regional scale and they are
as following;

1. Resource consumption

2. Greenhouse effect

3. Acidification

4. Eutrophication

5. Eco-toxicity (toxic effects on ecosystems)

6. Human toxicity (toxic effects on humans)

7. Summer smog

The impacts for each route were then calculated, all impact categories could be computed
through the tool. As a result, the environmental burdens for each container could now be obtained.
With these results the performance for a container being shipped with current level of ECR
percentage and a container with a potential lower ECR percentage could be compared. The results
of the previous excel calculation were then multiplied with the characterization factor for each
impact category and characterization factors from CML-IA database were used, Table 3. The
chosen environmental impacts affect on global and/or regional scale (Stranddorf et al., 2005) which
corresponds to the aim of this study.

Impact Scale Abbreviations Unit Equivalent
Resource consumption Global PEC MJ 1,00E+00

Greenhouse effect Global GHG kg CO2-eq 1,00E+00
Greenhouse effect Global NMHC kg CO2-eq 4,52E-02

Acidification Regional NOx kg SO2-eq 5,00E-01
Acidification Regional SO2 kg SO2-eq 1,20E+00

Eutrophication Regional NOx kg PO4-eq 1,30E-01
Eco-toxicity Regional NMHC kg 1,4DCB-eq 5,20E-03
Eco-toxicity Regional NOx kg 1,4DCB-eq 1,20E+00
Eco-toxicity Regional SO2 kg 1,4DCB-eq 9,60E-02
Eco-toxicity Regional NMCH kg 1,4DCB-eq 1,14E+01
Eco-toxicity Regional PM10 kg 1,4DCB-eq 8,20E-01
Summer smog Regional NOx kg C2H4 2,80E-02
Summer smog Regional NMHC kg C2H4 1,50E-01
Summer smog Regional SO2 kg C2H4 4,80E-02

Table 3: Impact categories from CML-IA with scale, abbreviations, unit and equivalence (CML,
2018)

The abbreviations17 presented in Table 3 are the ones which are included when performing
the modelling in the ETW tool. As stated in chapter 3 Research design and Method, the data
and specific literature used in the LCA was either found on well-known shipping statistic sites, in
previous literature studies or from a data set from xChange. Table 1 presents an overview of the
data used to conduct the LCA.

17PEC = Primary enery consumption (Well-to-Tank), GHG = Greenhouse gas emissions, NMHC = Non-methane
hydra carbons, NOx = Nitrogen oxide emissions, SO2 = Sulphur dioxide emissions, PM10 = Exhaust particualte
matter
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Type Input Source
Routes port to port 50 000 tracked containers (xChange data)18

50 ports Most throughput 2018 (World Shipping Council, 2019a)
Shipping lanes Major trade routes (World Shipping Council, 2019b)
Shipping lanes Major trade routes (Haralambides, 2019)19

Table 4: Data input for routes

5.3 Life Cycle Impact Assessment
From the considered in- and outputs of this study the resulting impacts have been categorized
depending on where they have an effect. The categorization has been chosen to be the same
as the one which is already implemented in the ETW tool. Impact refers to impact indicator
and corresponds to the following environmental impacts; (1) Resource consumption, (2) Global
warming, (3) Acidification, (4) Eutrophication, (5) Eco-toxicity (Marine), (6) Human toxicity and
(7) Summer smog.

5.4 Life Cycle Interpretation
In this chapter results from the LCA of a container with five different ECR ratio is being presented
accordingly to the seven impact categories. The results for the five scenarios are presented next to
each other for the whole use phase, without dividing it into separate processes. The chapter is
divided into two parts; Subchapter 5.4.1 and Subchapter 5.4.2.

5.4.1 Results

The classifications of impacts from evaluating one container for one average trip with the current
ECR percentage and one container with lower percentage can be seen in Table 5.

Impact ET 25% ET 23,75% ET 23,125% ET 22,5% ET 17,5% Unit
Resource consumption 9504 9395 9339 9283 8812 MJ
Global warming 735,3 726,8 722,5 718,2 681,7 kg CO2-eqv
Acidification 21,06 20,82 20,70 20,57 19,53 kg SO2-eqv
Eutrophication 2,106 2,082 2,069 2,057 1,952 kg PO43–eqv
Eco-toxicity 0,004419 0,004368 0,004342 0,004316 0,004096 kg 1,4DCB-eqv
Human toxicity 11,99 11,85 11,78 11,71 11,11 kg 1,4DCB-eqv
Summer smog 1,100 1,087 1,080 1,074 1,019 kg C2H4

Table 5: Classification of impacts from one container with different ECR percentage

In Figure 13 the resukts are instead shown as percentile with the highest value, obtained by
the base-line case, shown as 100% and the rest is in proportion to that value
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Figure 13: Shows the characterized results of all analysed impact categories for one container with
current ECR percentage (-0%),one container with reduced ECR percentage (-5%), one container
with reduced ECR percentage (-7,5%), one container with reduced ECR percentage (-10%) and
one container with reduced ECR percentage (-30%).

To see what the difference is in quantity instead, the difference was calculated and shown in
Table 6.

Impact ET 23,75% ET 23,125% ET 22,5% ET 17,5% Unit
Resource consumption 109,6 165,2 221,4 692,5 MJ
Greenhouse effect 8,484 12,79 17,14 53,61 kg CO2-eqv
Acidification 0,2431 0,3665 0,4912 1,536 kg SO2-eqv
Eutrophication 0,2431 0,3665 0,4912 1,536 kg PO43-eqv
Eco-toxicity (Marine) 0,00005101 0,00007691 0,0001031 0,0003224 kg 1,4DCB-eqv
Human toxicity 0,1384 0,2087 0,2796 0,8746 kg 1,4DCB-eqv
Summer smog 0,01269 0,01914 0,02564 0,08021 kg C2H4

Table 6: Difference in environmental impact from reducing ECR

Due to linearisation and small interval changes, the results for the different ECR cases change
only with a few percentages. The results shows however, a decrease of environmental impact when
reducing ECR movements. From viewing these results one can already recognize difference of total
impact for each indicator depending on the ECR rate. It does not seem like a major difference
in impact for reducing ECR for one container independently of which ECR percentage would be
obtainable - 5%, 7,5%, 10% or 30%. The decrease of impact, independently which impact that is
being examined, is almost the same within in the same class, ECR percentage. Indicating that the
change is proportional between the different impact categorise.

5.4.2 Sensitivity analysis

The container shipping industry is responsible for transporting 90% of our goods, measured in
volume. This means that a reduction would affect 90% of the global goods in lower emissions.
For example a reduction of 10 kg CO2- equivalents for each container means a global reduction
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possibility of 109 kg CO2- equivalents. The environmental impacts resource consumption and
greenhouse effect could be significant to investigate in that manner since they are global scale
impacting the environment (Stranddorf et al., 2005). To show what this reduction would lead to
for the whole industry see Table 7.

Global impact ET 23,75% ET 23,125% ET 22,5% ET 17,5% Unit
Resource consumption 8,241E+10 1,242E+11 1,665E+11 5,208E+11 MJ
Greenhouse effect 6,380E+09 9,619E+09 1,289E+10 4,032E+10 kg CO2-eqv
Acidification 1,828E+08 2,756E+08 3,694E+08 1,155E+09 kg SO2-eqv
Eutrophication 1,828E+07 2,756E+07 3,693E+07 1,155E+08 kg PO43-eqv
Eco-toxicity (Marine) 3,836E+04 5,784E+04 7,751E+04 2,424E+05 kg 1,4DCB-eqv
Human toxicity 1,041E+08 1,569E+08 2,103E+08 6,577E+08 kg 1,4DCB-eqv
Summer smog 9,545E+06 1,439E+07 1,928E+07 6,032E+07 kg C2H4

Table 7: Global difference in environmental impact from reducing ECR. Calculated from combining
LCA results with data of global container throughput in 2017, obtained from UNCTAD (2018).

In 2017 the reported throughput of containers in ports was 752 million TEU’s (UNCTAD,
2018). Evidently, a marginal difference for one container will still lead to significant decrease of
impact for a industry of this magnitude.
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6 Discussion
According to the results from the performed SWOT analysis, there are several commonalities
between the different strategies, one of which is that most of them seem to be able to reduce
costs - which is crucial if the strategies are to be implemented. This link can be made because
costs are the determining factor for shipping companies whether a strategy is considerable. Cost
reduction means that parts of the handling and/or transportation of ECR is somehow reduced,
it does not mean that the ECR movements have been reduced. It could instead mean shorter
times in depots, less time and/or travelling distance in transit, and other time consuming and/or
costly handling operations. Another similarity that can be observed from the SWOT results is
that several strategies have the potential to increase container utilization, although it also appears
as if the new mega-ships are a threat to such a development. The relatively new mega-ships create
overall difficulties for several strategies, not only because of reduced container utilization and less
need for strategies that can reduce the container fleets, but also because of reduced possibilities for
slow steaming.

Slow steaming is an important method to reduce the environmental impact and fuel consumption
from container shipping. Reduced opportunities for slow steaming and lower container utilization
lead to reduced opportunities for cost reductions and possible increased profits, which, as mentioned
earlier, are crucial whether a strategy is implemented in reality or not. There is only one strategy
which does not enable cost reduction for carriers, namely container leasing. Container leasing is
however an implemented strategy to handle the ECR problem since it enables carriers to provide
containers to their customers at locations where they themselves experience a deficit. The fact
that container leasing is used as a solution proves that carriers prioritize increasing revenue over
cost reductions, and due to the fierce competition, the profit does not necessarily need to be higher
than the potential cost reductions.

In accordance with the performed SWOT analysis, only three out of the thirteen analysed
strategies can successfully be implemented to reduce maritime ECR movements, namely; container
routing, the revenue management strategy selective pricing and container sharing. The strategy
which shows the most promise is container routing since it, according to at least one study, enables
significant cost savings and reductions of ECR movements. Another reason why it is promising
is the fact that it is an optimization strategy and can therefore be implemented internally into
current practice. Since container routing of laden containers is already implemented by carriers it
merely needs to be added together with ECR routing in that planning step. Although, as explained
in the analysis, in reality adding ECR to the normal container routing for big carriers might be
challenging due to the complex shipping network and the different planning horizons.

Nonetheless, container routing is more likely to be implemented than the other strategies since
it is multi-problem oriented, it can increase container utilization and it could enable slow steaming
which not only saves costs but also reduces environmental impact. As mentioned above, the
potential of increasing container utilization and implementing slow steaming is however threatened
by the new mega-ships. Container routing enables a reduction of the transported distances for
EC that could even affect the ECR percentage on vessels. For a scheduled route with several port
callings a EC could be transported from origin to final destination or, it could also be offloaded at
one of the port callings in between. The shorter transportation distance, meaning the earlier the
EC is offloaded, the smaller part of the trip the EC is taking up a slot on the vessel. The available
slot can then be filled with a new container, which in the best scenario, would be a laden container.

Selective pricing, which is part of the revenue management strategies, shows some potential in
reducing ECR movements and also its costs but is directly linked to if low-valued goods can be
used to reduce trade imbalances and if the fierce price competition can balance prices from deficit-
and surplus locations. The price competition is forcing carriers to offer a low enough price to stay
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competitive and can therefore hinder such a strategy to be implemented. Recycling materials
and waste fluctuates in price due to demand and national and/or international recycling goals,
therefore is selective pricing an unpredictable strategy to use to reduce ECR movements. Container
sharing both reduces global ECR movements and also its costs but as stated in the analysis - not
as much as container routing. The biggest hindrance for container sharing is the reluctance to
share information from carriers and the relatively low cost saving potential it holds. Digitalisation
of the industry might however create new opportunities for the approach and also the fact that
container sharing is one of the few strategies that benefit from uncertainties. According to Song
and Dong (2015), uncertainties are one of three main reasons why ECR exists which menas that
cooperations between actors leading to updated and shared data could minimize the ECR caused
by uncertainties. Overall, to shift the focus from a single company/carrier to a public benefit
approach could encourage data sharing and cooperations, which has shown potential of cost savings
and reductions of ECR for the whole industry.

The evaluation of how well the xChange platform could work comes both from how platforms
work but also from how container sharing works. First of all, the platform has to be working in such
a way that a network effect can occur. The composition to reach that effect boils down into how it
has been defined and how it can evolve, which follows the principles, described in section 4.4.3, of
how a platform should work. Matching potential of container requests and available containers
should, from a logical perspective, be higher if there are more inputs to match with. Therefore,
scalability should not be a problem since it has been taken into account from the beginning and also
because the platform relies on matching potential of various container types and conditions. There
could however be other problems related to the platform, such as costs for using and distributing
containers on the platform for the different users/members.

Other than the potential of the platform to obtain network effect, there has to be incentives for
the companies within the industry to reduce ECR in the suggested manner. According to previous
studies presented in this thesis, the potential cost reduction from reducing ECR through container
sharing is not high enough. At least not for the big container carrier companies. Since they own a
major part of the global container fleet and also the operating vessels they evidently influence the
future approaches of the industry. The fact that the industry is becoming more and more oligraphic
gives even more power to the major carrier companies. It can also lead to enhanced competition
between the companies and therefore even more reluctance to work together to minimize the ECR.
The first problem with cooperation approaches like container sharing for carrier companies is that
it requires parties with different interests to share information with each other.

Even though there’s potential for reducing ECR movements through optimization measures
and innovative solutions, in reality it might not happen to a broad extent. As already mentioned,
the focus for the industry is primarily to increase profit and secondly to decrease costs. Laden
containers are therefore more important than reducing ECR, since laden containers enable profit
while empty containers are merely a cost. To reduce the cost of ECR one can of course minimize
the containers being empty repositioned. Although, that might not be the most cost efficient
choice and therefore solutions decreasing the number of ECR might not be implemented to a broad
extent. The revenue management strategy slot booking clearly shows that sometimes even more
ECR can be the best solution since it keeps the booking open for more expensive slot options
which in the end enables high profits for the carriers. That’s an example of how the environmental
and economical interests concerning ECR are divided. According to an environmental approach,
unused resources is not a positive result but from an economical perspective, to reach the highest
profits, unused resources might be preferred. That’s one of the issues with current research, very
little has been done on an approach to combine the economical and environmental interests to
truly get a sustainable solution to the problem.

Empty reuse, container substitution and lightweight containers show some potential in reducing
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maritime ECR movements but needs to be studied more. In comparison with the LCA performed
in this thesis, foldable containers have, according to one study, even higher potential to reduce
GHG emissions. The comparison between the online platform and the foldable containers is not
an attempt of stating that one is more favourable than the other, it’s merely an attempt to get
a comparable overview of the impacts of reducing ECR and the environmental savings that the
platform xChange provides could lead to. In the study conducted for foldable containers the results
of GHG emissions savings were deemed as too low with consideration to the cost to implement the
containers on a bigger scale. The same can hardly be said about the platform since the investment
costs should be comparably low in contrast to introducing a new type of container with unique
handling processes. Therefore, it is not only important to look at the potential cost saving and
environmental impacts but also the cost and/or effort needed to implement a strategy. For that
reason, and the development of mega-ships, a large-scale implementation of foldable containers is
deemed unlikely in the current way of practice.

Due to the long time frame, future ECR rates can be influenced by the current strategies and
decisions made by carriers and leasing companies. The last decades carriers have invested in larger
vessels and bigger fleet sizes which, as mentioned previously, can reduce the need for ECR. Larger
vessels and bigger fleets can however cause other problems such as decreased LF on container
ships and containers spending more time idle since it increases equipment and space redundancy.
Carriers are reducing all possible costs to enable them to offer lower prices than their competitors,
investing in larger vessels and bigger container fleets is a part of that since it reduces the costs per
container. Sizing up is a common strategy in the container industry and it is usually a result from
forecasting future demand, it could however be problematic if the forecasts are too optimistic or if
carriers are sizing up in an attempt to attain an advantage in the tough competition.

Decreasing the costs for the shipment and handling of containers enables price reductions for
the customers. Pricing is, according to (Zurheide and Fischer, 2012) even more important in the
container shipping industry than in other transportation industries since it is more or less the
only component that can differ between the carriers. The air cargo industry has for instance more
possibilities to compete with delivery times since it is a faster transportation mode and therefore
usually carries time sensitive cargo. The problem with upsizing is however the redundancy it
creates. Redundancy is to some extent needed in every system to work but too much redundancy
can also create an unnecessary big overcapacity. ECR is only one problem of the maritime container
shipping which causes environmental impacts; idle containers, empty slots and/or low LF are other
important problems. The positive outcomes from reducing ECR through different strategies must
therefore be put into relationship to how said strategies influence the container logistics overall.

The other studies in the SWOT analysis either cause an increase of ECR movements or they
only reduce ECR movements regionally. There is merely one other strategy which seems to be able
to reduce global ECR movements, namely cargo rejection, but that strategy is also deemed to be
unimplementable in the current way of practice. Keeping good relationships with customers to
ensure future orders are more important than rejecting requests to enable some cost reductions. The
carriers would therefore choose to reposition their empty containers since it is a better approach to
stay competitive. Revenue increases and also cost savings drives the development for the industry,
therefore a strategy which enables less costs or more value for the carriers would most likely be
prioritized over strategies that actually reduce ECR movements.

Container sharing is a feasible strategy to reduce global ECR movements where, as mentioned
before, the biggest hindrance for successful implementation lies in the single carriers unwillingness
to share information and support a common cause with their competitors. If the cost savings can
be proven to be substantial enough and if/when digitised information sharing and communication
becomes the norm in the industry, the preconditions for a wide implementation of such a strategy
is promising. According to the LCA results, reducing ECR through container sharing indicates a
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substantial reduction of the global environmental burdens caused by ECR movements. In addition
to the aforementioned reasons why container sharing is difficult to implement, the matching of
available and demanded containers creates additional difficulties. It is a time-sensitive process for
shipping companies as it is rarely profitable to keep containers in case of a surplus.

According to previous studies the percentage of containers that could be matched depended on
the trading region. For instance, the probability of a match in North East Asia was the lowest,
while the matching probability for North America and North Europe were significantly higher. The
results were the same when it comes to where the highest match could be reached, even though
the probability for a match differed significantly. Evidently, there are uncertainties in how well
the container availability and demand for containers will be for each trade lane and also globally.
The matching potential used in the LCA, creating the new ECR percentage, is based on almost
50% of the global container fleet. According to how a platform works, with the network effect and
the potential for the user of a platform, the bigger share of the available fleet on the platform the
higher matching rate. Thus, if a big share of the global container fleet would be available and use
the container sharing platform the higher matching rate will be achieved. With that in mind, the
true potential for a platform like the investigated one depends greatly on the success of attracting
platform members and creating a lock-in effect.

The potential empty container match shows some weakness when analysing how the market
works. There are other things that are more important than location, equipment type, time and
company for a company to consider when implementing ECR reductions in reality. The assumption
that a company would always want to avoid ECR if possible does not hold. It can for instance be
that the company needs the container somewhere else and the extra time or uncertainties with
leasing it for a one-way move is not worth it. To sum up, how well a container sharing platform
can be implemented in the industry depends on several aspects. Perhaps most importantly what
purpose it serves the involved industry actors and how well it can be implemented in the whole
industry.

One aspect that complicates the whole problem of ECR is the fact that it is also needed. ECR
and equipment utilization are depending on another due to trade imbalances and the complex
problem of deficit- and- surplus locations. From a sustainability perspective the goal will never
be to eliminate ECR, at least not within the current transportation design, rather to minimize
the burden it causes. The outcome, if ECR was reduced to a minimum, could be worse from an
environmental perspective than the burdens ECR creates. Since the goal of this study was to
evaluate the environmental impact from decreasing ECR, it is also important to question if it could
in some circumstances lead to more burdens than it actually can save. If only empty slots are used
for ECR and only necessary ECR is happening, then it should be seen as a solution to manage
trade imbalances and increase the container fleet efficiency. Therefore all attempts to reduce ECR
should be put on reducing the unnecessary ECR and not all ECR.

6.1 Uncertainties
The uncertainties of this study are non-negligible due to the chosen web tool to conduct the LCA.
With each calculation using the tool uncertainties was created, both due to the averaged factors
in the tool but also from each value that was put in manually. It could be that the containers
supplied on the xChange platform could have shorter life expectancy due to rough handling when
being shipped or due to damage caused by the cargo. A shorter lifetime would affect the overall
emissions from cradle-to-grave in a negative manner since the containers can not be shipped 50
times during their lifetime. However, the rough handling would likely occur nonetheless since the
container would be transported - not filled with cargo but empty.
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Another uncertainty lies in the results from the literature review which was the foundation to
the SWOT analysis. Due to the lacking focus on environmental impact and container shipping,
almost all the evaluated literature for the SWOT analysis approached the ECR problem from
a cost reduction perspective. These studies mostly focused on reducing the sensitive costs and
did therefore not exclusively mention how the strategy could influence ECR movements. Since
it was not mentioned in the studies, assumptions had to be made which therefore created some
uncertainties. The lack of studies mentioning a reduction of ECR movements is assumed to be a
result of what those studies focused on and not that the analysed strategies show no potential in
reducing ECR movements.
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7 Conclusion
According to the result of the SWOT analysis, container sharing is a feasible strategy to reduce
global ECR movements. It is not the only strategy deemed to be implementable but, in contrast
with the other feasible strategies, container sharing can be implemented on an operational basis
while the other strategies have a much longer planning horizon. The short planning horizon enables
uncertainties to be used as an opportunity which also differentiates container sharing from the
other analysed strategies. Container sharing does however face some problems with implementation
due to reluctance from the carriers and the relative low cost reduction. The potentially low
cost reductions and the fear of sharing information have so far hindered container sharing to be
implemented but it is expected that with digitalisation of the industry and continuing increasing
ECR costs that will change. This thesis has also shown through an LCA analysis that reducing
ECR movements enables great reduction of environmental impacts. For one single container it’s
not a significant difference in reduction, however due to the magnitude of the industry and the
yearly throughput of containers the reduction potential is immense.

7.1 Future studies
The environmental impacts from containers and ECR need to be studied in more depth. Therefore
it’s suggested that a full Life Cycle Assessment would be conducted, for all it’s phases. Also to
explore other options to reduce environmental burdens from container shipping an LCA comparing
standard, foldable and lightweight container would also be recommended. Overall, there has
been very few LCA studies in the shipping industry. In other industries, both within and outside
the transportation sector, LCAs’ are being done more frequently. An LCA can help decide the
better approach/product to solve a problem but it can also enable a transparent evaluation of
environmental impacts from said approach/product. It could be an important step for the shipping
industry to move from cost focus to also including environmental impact when optimizing strategies
for the future. As mentioned before, it is unlikely that the optimal solution for reducing cost or
increasing profit corresponds with the optimal solution for the environment if not both are taken
into account from the beginning. Conducting more LCAs’ could therefore have a positive effect on
the future strategies of the industry since it would not only choose the optimal strategy for cost
reduction or revenue but also the optimal strategy for reducing environmental impact.

As presented earlier in this thesis, studies regarding optimization measures that can battle
ECR costs have been many throughout the years. However, mostly due to trade imbalances, be it
seasonal or continuous, there will always be some type of ECR. It is therefore important to not
only determine how ECR can be reduced overall but also solutions for the unavoidable ECR. For
the unavoidable burdens it is suggested that research is being put into the following two container
types; foldable containers and lightweight containers. These container types have show potential
in reducing environmental burdens and revolutionising the industry. Introducing such containers
to a broad extent could enable new flexibility and potential in the industry. For ECR they serve
as an option if space or weight capacity is nearly reached. When it comes to laden shipments,
lightweight containers could for example reduce overall fuel consumption due to the lower weight
and also enable possibilities for up-sizing shipments through weight restricted routes. Neither the
complete effect on costs nor the environmental burdens of container shipping from implementing
these container types have yet been determined. A recommendation from this study is therefore to
explore the possibilities and the potential for these containers taking into account all the areas in
which they would affect the container shipping industry.

There are other improvements which could decrease the burdens from container shipping such as;
shipping distances, fuel consumption, ballast water regulations and technological solutions regarding
the ship construction. It is therefore recommended from this study to explore the problem of
ECR from a public benefit approach together with other improvements that could be implemented
to reduce the environmental impact caused by container shipping. The implementability of the
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studied strategies in this thesis has been evaluated from the current practice of container shipping.
In the future, international legislation and public interest could, as it has done with other industries,
push the shipping industry to take more action in decreasing environmental burdens. How that
could affect the feasibility of different ECR strategies would be interesting to evaluate and it would
also be interesting to analyse if that could somehow influence the enforcement of conventions and
the obligation to follow international law.
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Appendix A EcoTransIT
For each container trade lane two csv-files were created from the ETW tool. To do so the calculation
tool was first opened at: https://www.ecotransit.org/calculation.en.html

Figure 14: Screen shot of inputs as an example of how the tool available at
https://www.ecotransit.org/calculation.en.html was used.

The markings in the Figure 14 shows where the inputs varied for each created file. The settings
in the "CALCULATION PARAMETERS" in Figure 14 were chosen for all calculations in the same
order as they are presented. The input mode “Extended” was used since it enables the choice to
manually choose LF and more. In Table 8 the specifications of the freight can be seen, were the
following inputs were the same for each trip;

Freight Input
Amount 1
Weight Container (TEU)
Type Average goods
t/TEU 10

Table 8: Freight inputs used for all trips.

These freight inputs made it possible to calculate for 1 TEU container with average weight. In
the settings for Ferry, normal20 was chosen to make sure different conditions were considered. The

20The ferry routing option decides how the resistance of the route will be considered. In the tool the standard
or normal ferry routing option means that a route with less resistance would be chosen over route with higher
resistance. To give an example, for trucks a highway has resistance 1, while city-streets have resistance 5. Thus,
with normal ferry routing settings the highway would be chosen if it is at least five times longer than the city-street.
For sea routing the values depend on the weather and ocean drift conditions and usually does only lead to marginal
routing changes. (Knörr et al., 2018).
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settings for origin were individual for each trip, the origin was entered with the UN/LOCODE
option and changed for all 50 different locations see Figure 14 for an example and Appendix 2 for
all trade lanes.

In Table 9 the input options for “Transport service” which was set for all trips can be seen.

Transport service Input
Transport mode Container
Ship class Container (TEU)
Speed reduction Default value
Load factor LF1 and LF2

Table 9: Transport service inputs used for all trips.

The “Ship type” option in “Transport service” varied depending on ship lane, according to
the EcoTransIT methodology, and container capacity depending on container capacity which was
decided through length of each trip. The calculation and resulting trips can be found in Appendix
B and Appendix 2. The "Default value" for "Speed reduction" depended on the selected "Ship type"
and was not changed from the default value suggested by the tool. More information on how speed
reduction was decided can be found in the EcoTransIT methodology by Knörr et al. (2018).

Having two different inputs for “Load factor” gave two outputs for energy consumption and all
the six emission types for each trip. LF1 represents a laden container on head- and back haul trip
while LF2 represents a laden container on head haul trip and empty container on back haul trip.
This approach made it possible to later do linearisation of resource consumption and emissions
depending on LF. Different x-values (LF) could be used in the linearised equations as inputs to get
the energy consumption and emissions for the explored ET values. Explanation and calculations
of how LF1 and LF2 was decided can be found in Appendix B together with one example of the
resulting linearisation of the studied LF’s.
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Appendix B LCA Calculations
The use of a container was determined using the same references as for Figure 1, which has been
put in table form below, see Table 10.

Activity Ratio
Idle or empty 0,56
Terminal 0,16
Ocean transit 0,16
Inland use & ISC 0,6
Repair 0,6

Table 10: Activity for one container during one year.

The number of ocean transit days for one container during one year was decided as following;
It was the calculated using this formula f(x) = x ∗ 365. The used x-value was the ratio of one

container spending in ocean transit, namely 0,16. For ocean transit that resulted in f(x) = 58, 4,
and therefore it was estimated that a container normally spends 58,4 days in ocean transit per
year.

The number of shipments for a container during its lifetime was then calculated through deciding
an average shipment duration multiplied with the average life time expectancy of a container. In
Table 11 the average shipping duration can be seen depending on transportation distances. From
that table the average shipping duration was decided and through dividing the total of ocean
transit days per year, 58,4, with average shipping duration in days it was estimated that a container
with a 12 years long lifetime expectancy could max up to 50 trips during its operational life.

Transport (km) TEU per vessel days at sea
555,6 200 5
1296,4 700 7
1852 1400 8
4630 2300 10
12964 4000 24
20372 6500 31
20372 8500 31

Table 11: The table describes average transportation distances, average number of containers per
vessel according to distance and number of transit days depending on distances (Ringvold, 2017).

The number of containers for each trip was decided through a linearisation of the data from
Table 11;

k = (f(x2) − f(x1))/(x2 − x1))

m = f(x) − kx

f(x) = kx + m

With x inputs as km and f(x) as TEU containers on each vessel. The resulting number of
containers per trip was used as inputs in the ETW Tool.

The constant value of LF is already predetermined in the tool to 0,70 which only enabled a
change in ET values from changing the CU. The two CU-values that represents the current level
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of ET and the ET level from eliminating ECR completely was used as inputs in the ETW tool.
These values were calculated from the formula referred to beforeKnörr et al. (2018, p.27);

CU = LF/(1 + ET ) [%]

It resulted in the CU values that can be seen in Table 12 below.

ET-value Reduction CU-value
25% 0% 53,84615385

23,75% 5% 54,47470817
23,125% 7,5% 54,79452055
22,5% 10% 55,11811024
17,5% 30% 57,85123967

Table 12: The table shows the resulting CU-values that have been used to decide the change in
environmental impact from reducing ECR
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Appendix C Input: 50 Container trips
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Appendix D Phyton code to extract CSV-files
The following python code was used to extract the values from the 100 csv-files that were created
from the ETW tool;

Listing 1: Python CSV-files data extraction
1 #!/ usr /bin /env python3
2 # −∗− coding : utf −8 −∗−
3 " " "
4 @author : Emelie Borg
5 " " "
6 import re
7 from os import getcwd , l i s t d i r
8 from os . path import i s f i l e , j o i n
9

10 # Set Path o f input f i l e s
11 f i l e s_pa th = getcwd ( )
12 f i l e s_pa th = "%s/CargoData "%( f i l e s_pa th )
13 date = " 20190801 "
14

15 # Scan f i l e names to ex t r a c t amount o f f i l e s
16 f i l e_names = [ f for f in l i s t d i r ( f i l e s_pa th ) i f i s f i l e ( j o i n ( f i l e s_path , f ) ) ]
17 c s v_ f i l e s = [ s for s in f i l e_names i f " ecotransit_world_Accounting_prof it_ {0} " .

format ( date ) in s and " . csv " in s ]
18

19 # Open output f i l e
20 f_out = open( " ou tput_f i l e . csv " , " a " )
21 # Delete content
22 f_out . t runcate (0 )
23 # Write f i l e headers
24 f_out . wr i t e ( " Or ig in ; Via ; Des t inat i on ;TEU; Load Factor ; Energy consumption WTT;

Energy consumption TTW;CO2 emi s s i on s WTT;CO2 emi s s i on s TTW;GHG emis s i on s as
CO2e WTT;GHG emis s i on s as CO2e TTW; Nitrogen ox ide s WTT; Nitrogen ox ide s TTW
;Non−methane hydrocarbon WTT;Non−methane hydrocarbon TTW; Su l fu r d i ox ide WTT
; Su l f u r d i ox ide TTW; Pa r t i c u l a t e matter WTT; Pa r t i c u l a t e matter TTW; Dis tances
WTT; Dis tances TTW\n" )

25

26 # Sect ion names in csv− f i l e s
27 Headers = [ " Energy consumption " , "CO2 emi s s i on s " , "GHG emis s i on s as CO2e" , "

Nitrogen ox ides " , "Non−methane hydrocarbon " , " Su l f u r d i ox ide " , " Pa r t i c u l a t e
matter " , " Di s tances " ]

28

29 # Loop over a l l csv− f i l e s
30 for i in range ( len ( c s v_ f i l e s ) ) :
31

32 # Open csv− f i l e and s t o r e content row−wise in an array
33 f_in = open( " {0}/ ecotransit_world_Accounting_prof it_ {1} ({2}) . csv " . format (

f i l e s_path , date , i +1) , ’ r ’ )
34 i f f_in .mode == ’ r ’ :
35 contents = f_in . read ( )
36 content_rows = re . s p l i t ( " \n " , contents )
37 f_in . c l o s e ( )
38

39 # Extract Origin , Via , Dest inat ion , TEU, LF
40 origin_row = [ s for s in content_rows i f " Or ig in " in s ]
41 or ig_val = re . s p l i t ( " ] " , or igin_row [ 0 ] ) [ 1 ]
42 via_val = [ s for s in content_rows i f " Via " in s ]
43 dest_val = re . s p l i t ( " ] " , [ s for s in content_rows i f " Des t ina t i on " in s

] [ 0 ] ) [ 1 ]
44 carg_wgt = re . s p l i t ( " " , r e . s p l i t ( " , " , [ s for s in content_rows i f " Cargo

weight " in s ] [ 0 ] ) [ 1 ] ) [ 0 ]
45 # Via value i s empty f o r some f i l e s
46 i f via_val :
47 via_val = re . s p l i t ( " , " , via_val [ 0 ] ) [ 1 ]
48 else :
49 via_val = " "
50 l f_va l = re . s p l i t ( "%" , re . s p l i t ( "LF : " , or igin_row [ 1 ] ) [ 1 ] ) [ 0 ]
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51

52 # Create comma−s epera ted data e n t r i e s
53 va lue s = "%s ;%s ;%s ;%s ;%s " % ( or ig_val . s t r i p ( ) , via_val . s t r i p ( ) , dest_val . s t r i p

( ) , carg_wgt . s t r i p ( ) , l f_va l . s t r i p ( ) )
54 for va l in Headers :
55 data = re . s p l i t ( val , contents ) [ 1 ]
56 data = re . s p l i t ( " \n " , data )
57 data = [ s for s in data i f " Sea sh ip " in s ]
58 data = re . s p l i t ( " , " , data [ 0 ] )
59 va lue s = "%s ;%s ;%s " % ( values , data [ 1 ] . r ep l a c e ( " . " , " , " ) . s t r i p ( ) , data [ 2 ] .

r ep l a c e ( " . " , " , " ) . s t r i p ( ) )
60 # Delete comma at the end
61 va lue s = va lue s [ : −1 ]
62 # Write data to f i l e
63 f_out . wr i t e ( "%s \n"%(va lue s ) )
64

65 print ( " ou tput_f i l e . csv c rea ted " )
66 # Close output f i l e
67 f_out . c l o s e ( )
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Appendix E Impact indicator results
Impact categorise from the LCA for each impact indicator;

Figure 15: Shows the contribution on the impact category resource consumption for all considered
ECR percentages for one container on one trip.

Figure 16: Shows the contribution on the impact category greenhouse effect for all considered
ECR percentages for one container on one trip.
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Figure 17: Shows the contribution on the impact category acidification for all considered ECR
percentages for one container on one trip.

Figure 18: Shows the contribution on the impact category eutrophication for all considered ECR
percentages for one container on one trip.
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Figure 19: Shows the contribution on the impact category eco-toxicity for all considered ECR
percentages for one container on one trip.

Figure 20: Shows the contribution on the impact category human toxicity for all considered ECR
percentages for one container on one trip.
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Figure 21: Shows the contribution on the impact category summer smog for all considered ECR
percentages for one container on one trip.
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